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Abstract 

This thesis looks at the -ify and -ize suffixes and the semantic information in them. Beyond 

being derivational verbal suffixes, they make verbs whose meaning can be predicted and 

categorized into different groups. The current work on the suffixes describes these verbs as 

always denoting a change of state, but there are exceptions that express a stative meaning. 

This thesis investigates why the current work on these suffixes does not account for these 

exceptions, and seeks to expand the work to be able to express the semantic information of 

the suffixes. The work of Ingo Plag (1999) is particularly influential to this thesis, both in 

terms of its use of Jackendoff’s Conceptual Semantics as a tool to denote the semantic 

information of the suffix, as well as its comprehensive description of the polysemy of the 

suffixes. The thesis uses Jackendoff’s Conceptual Structures both as a theoretical background 

and as an analytical tool to describe the meaning of the verbs made with these suffixes. A 

Corpus was used to collect a full list of the stative -ify and -ize verbs.The stative nature of the 

exceptions is explained by the predicative relationship between the base and the subject NP. 

The base of the verbs with a stative meaning are also all relational bases, with one exception, 

such that the object NP acts as  an argument of the base, specifically the possessor. With this 

in mind, the thesis concludes by proposing a Lexical Conceptual Structure (LCS) of the 

suffix that leads specifically to stative verbs. Furthermore, by arguing that the change of state 

denoted by most of the verbs with these suffixes can be described with Jackendoff’s 

Inchoative function, the thesis proposes a united LCS for the semantic information of the 

suffixes, which accounts for all verbs made with these suffixes. 
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Forord 
Å skrive masteroppgave har vært en prøvelse, ikke minst fordi jeg har måttet gjøre det i 

midten av en pandemi. Jeg er ihvertfall stolt og lettet over å ha kommet meg gjennom det, 

men det er flere personer som fortjener en takk for hjelp på veien. 

 

Først og fremst en takk til min veileder, Dag Haug. Veiledning har til tider vært noe av det 

beste ved å skrive denne oppgaven, og jeg er utrolig takknemlig til deg for det. Takk for gode 

diskusjoner, observasjoner, og tilbakemeldinger, og for din tålmodighet. 

 

Jeg hadde heller ikke kommet meg gjennom denne oppgaven uten mine medstudenter i 

SAS-loungen på Henrik Wergelands hus, Ellisiv Ørnes Vestre og Sindre Holmen. 

Oppgaveskriving hadde ikke vært det samme uten tavletid, gåturer på campus og manisk 

energi på lesesalen etter klokken 22 med dere. 

 

Jeg vil også rette en takk til venner og familie som har oppmuntret meg med meldinger og 

samtaler gjennom hele prosessen, men særlig i innspurten. 

 

Og en siste takk til Astri Hygde Langseth. 

 

 

John Harald Sand 

Oslo, November 2020  
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1 Theory 

1.1 Introduction 

This thesis deals with the semantics of verbs made with the -ize and -ify suffixes. 

Specifically, it deals with how the properties of the base nouns and adjectives that the 

suffixes attach to interact with the syntactic arguments of the verbs, and how this relationship 

can be summarized as the semantic properties of the suffix itself. A goal for this kind of 

investigation would be to establish some generalizations about what operations take place in 

the formation of -ize and -ify verbs. The goal is not to argue that the suffixes themselves have 

a lexical meaning and represent specific concepts, but rather that they trigger specific 

semantic relationships between the base of the verbs and its arguments.  

 

Since these suffixes are polysemous, they lead to not just one, but multiple different 

relationships. Verbs made with these suffixes can be grouped into different types, based on 

what kind of meaning they express. Plag 1999 summarizes them in this way (Plag 1999: 

125): 

 

Verb type Generalized Meaning Example 

Locative: Put (in) to x hospitalize 

Ornative Provide with x patinize 

Causative Make (more) x randomize 

Resultative Make into x peasantize 

Inchoative become x aerosolize 

Performative Perform x anthropologize 

Similitative act like x powellize 

 
Figure 1: Overview of Plag’s verb types 

 

Here, the left column is the verb type, the middle column describes the generalized meaning 

of the verb type, where x is the base of the verb, and the right column is an example. This 

illustrates the wide variety of meanings that verbs with these suffixes express. To be clear, 
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the verb type performative does not refer to the speech act of a performative verb, but rather 

is a verb that expresses the act of doing or performing x, where x is the base of the verb. I 

will go into detail about these types in chapter 1.5 

1.1.1 Overview of the chapter 

This thesis takes the work of Ingo Plag on these suffixes as starting point. He uses Jackendoff 

Conceptual Semantics as a tool for analysis, so this thesis will give a summary to these 

concepts, most importantly Jackendoff’s Conceptual Structures. Furthermore, I will also be 

using Jackendoff as an analytical tool in this thesis, so the chapter on Jackendoff covers all 

the tools from his theory that I will be applying. Then it goes on to a general discussion of the 

semantics of word formation. I will discuss  the semantics that is involved in word formation, 

and how this can be separate from lexical semantics, which will lay the foundation for how to 

establish the semantic properties of the -ify and -ize suffixes. Lastly I will go into detail about 

Plag’s analysis, and briefly into Lieber’s analysis, as I view these two analyses as the most 

comprehensive works on the suffixes of this thesis. Finally, I will discuss some problems left 

by Plag’s work, as well as offering an alternative approach to these problems by Lieber. 

1.2. Jackendoff’s Semantics 

1.2.1 Introduction and core components 

In this chapter I will explain the fundamentals of Jackendoff’s conceptual semantics, as well 

as the features of it I will be using in my analysis. Jackendoff’s theory is one of generative 

semantics; He proposes a grammatical structure based on the principles that  there is a “group 

of primitives and principles of combination that collectively determine the set of lexical 

concepts” (Jackendoff 1990: 10). 

 

For the purpose of this thesis, I am primarily interested in his framework of conceptual 

structures. He proposes a framework in which concepts, “mental representation[s] that can 

serve as the meaning of a linguistic expression”(Jackendoff 1990: 11), have a formal 

structure which codes the relationship between the mental representations and the linguistic 

expression.  
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Jackendoff’s structure of the grammar (Jackendoff 1990: Figure 1, page 16) has three major 

structural  components: phonological, syntactic and conceptual structures. However it is 

important to note that Jackendoff stresses that there is correspondence between these 

structures. For the purpose of looking at suffixes, he brings up the example of morphological 

rules which may have syntactic parts and conceptual parts, for instance “ what kinds of 

meanings the affix can be applied to, and the meaning of the resultant”(Jackendoff 1990: 18). 

Furthermore, Jackendoff also brings up an example of affixation where even an inflectional 

suffix like verbal -ing involves semantics: “English progressive -ing can be specified… 

semantically as something that (roughly) operates on an event to form a process” (Jackendoff 

2002: 157). This means that the process of morphology, of affixes attaching to stems, still 

involves changes in meaning that can be studied from the perspective of semantics.  

 

An important facet of Jackendoff’s conceptual structures is the ontological categories of 

“thing, event, state, action, place, path”. These groups are meant to be categorizations of 

different parts of the world, linked together by what kinds of concepts they represent. These 

tend to correlate to word classes; nouns are often things, verbs are often events or actions and 

so on, but Jackendoff stresses that this correlation is not binding, as different members of the 

same word class can often link to different categories: “For instance, an NP can express a 

Thing (e.g. the dog), an Event (the war), or a Property (redness)”. (Jackendoff 1990: 23) The 

categories can also be broken down further into functions that take arguments.  One example 

of this is GO, which is a specified function under the category of event, which takes as its 

arguments a thing and a path, which again has its own function that specifies direction and 

takes a thing or a place as its argument. 

 

Here is an example of such a breakdown: Jackendoff gives the following conceptual structure 

for the sentence John ran into the room. (Jackendoff 1990: 45) 

 

1) 

[Event GO ([ thing John], [path TO ([ place IN ([ Thing Room]) ]) ] ) ]  

 

The entire sentence is an event, specifically a GO function, which conveys movement. This 

function takes two arguments: A thing and a path; Something that moves somewhere. In this 

case, John is moving, so John is the thing argument. The path argument is broken down into a 

new function, a TO function, which specifies what kind of direction the path is taking. The 
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TO function takes another argument, which is a place. PLACE is again a function, which 

specifies the relation between the space and the thing interacting with it. In this case it is an 

IN function, rather than NEXT TO or TOP OF and so on. Lastly, the thing argument in the 

place function specifies the space: The room. The conceptual structure can thus be summed 

up as “a thing named John moved into a room”.  

 

1.2.2 Arguments, roles and fusion 

The argument slots in Jackendoff’s conceptual structures are filled with constituents from the 

syntax, which are interpreted with the use of indices. If we look at the example above, we get 

the following: 

 

2) 

John i ran into the room j 
[Event GO ([ thing John]i, [path TO ([ place IN ([ Thing ROOM]j) ]) ] ) ] 

 

This structure shows how indices unite the syntax and the conceptual structure by marking 

the syntactic constituent with an argument slot in the conceptual structure. The indices are 

also used in lexical entries of verbs in order to generalize about their structures. The lexical 

entry of run is shown below (Jackendoff 1990: 45): 

 

3) 

Run 

V 

____ <PPj> 

[Event GO ([ Thing ]i , [Path ]j ) ] 

 

The conceptual structure shows that the lexical meaning of run can be stated as an event 

where a thing moves along a path. The second line in the lexical entry shows the syntactic 

structure and the optional prepositional phrase. The phrase is optional to account for 

sentences like “Bill ran”, which is a complete sentence. Furthermore, the PP is indexed with 

j, which is mapped to the path argument. This means that the PP is where the path of the 

event is realized, in sentences like “bill ran to the store” or “bill ran around the block”. The i 
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that is indexed in the first argument slot is the subject, which is part of Jackendoff’s rule of 

argument fusion (Jackendoff 1990: 53): 

 

Argument fusion 

To form the conceptual structure for a syntactic phrase XP headed by a lexical item H: 

a.  Into each indexed constituent in H’s LCS, Fuse the conceptual structure of that 

phrase YP that satisfies the coindexed position in H’s Subcategorization feature. 

b. If H is a verb, fuse the conceptual structure of the subject into the constituent indexed 

i in H’s LCS 

 

The “subcategorization” in Xa refers to the ontological category or other selectional 

restrictions that apply to a given argument slot. For instance, the lexical entry in run specifies 

that only a thing can go in the first slot. This rules out sentences such as “sincerity ran into 

the room”, because a property like sincerity cannot literally move along a path (Jackendoff 

1990: 51). A selectional restriction can also be an implicit argument, such as with the verb 

drink. This verb has to take something liquid as its object, as one cannot drink for instance a 

powder. The implicit argument is shown like this in a lexical entry, in this case for drink 

(Jackendoff 1990: 53): 

 

4) 

Drink 

V 

____ <Drink>j 
[Event CAUSE ([Thing   ]i , [Event GO ([ Thing LIQUID]j , [Path TO ([Place IN([ Thing MOUTH OF ([Thing]i)] 

)] )] )] )] 

 

Jackendoff argues for the idea of a single syntactic entity occupying multiple semantic roles 

concept with cases where the conceptual structure of a verb necessarily contains multiple 

functions. One example of this is the verb buy which both denotes a transfer of an object from 

one person to another, as well as the exchange of money from one person to the other. 

Jackendoff proposes the following Conceptual structure for buy (Jackendoff 1990: 61):  

 

5) 

Buy 
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V 

____ NP j <from NP k> 

 

 

 

This structure has two functions. The top GO function denotes the transfer of an object j from 

person k to person i. The other functions acts as a modifier to the first function and denotes 

the exchange of money from person i to person k. This double function separates buy from 

other verbs like obtain that can be explained as just the transfer of an object, without the 

exchange of money. The co-indexing of the individuals k and i show that those individuals 

take on more semantic roles than the verb buy distributes in a classic syntactic framework, 

but they do so in order to show the semantic complexity of the verb. Furthermore, these 

co-indexed arguments are bound with the linking condition:  

 

“Each index linking syntactic and conceptual structure in a lexical entry must appear only 

once in the entry’s LCS. All other theta roles that the coindexed NP holds must be expressed 

by arguments bound to the indexed conceptual constituent.”  (Jackendoff 1990: 64) 

 

The linking condition is to emphasize that co-indexed argument slots refer to the same 

entities. Consider the sentence “Bill bought a book from a funny old man”. With the 

co-indexation above, it is not clear that the person Bill gave money to and that the person Bill 

got the book from is the same funny old man, and not two different funny old men. 

(Jackendoff 1990: 62) Furthermore, Jackendoff argues that because NPk is optional, you can 

have sentences like “Bill bought the book”,where it is not explicit that the person Bill got the 

book from and the person he gave money to is the same person. Therefore, the linking 

condition is “a way of stipulating co-reference among arguments - whether they are 

expressed syntactically or not” (Jackendoff 1990: 62). Jackendoff suggests the following 

notation for the linked arguments: “A binding argument will be notated by a Greek 
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superscript; its bindees will be notated by a Greek letter within the square brackets” 

(jackendoff 1990: 63). This means that the slot in which an NP first appears has a Greek letter 

superscript, and the arguments that are bound to this NP have the same Greek letter within its 

square brackets. This gives the following LCS of buy, adapted to the linking condition 

(Jackendoff 1990: 63): 

 

6) 

Buy 

V 

____ NP j <from NP k> 

 

 

The Modifying function in buy follows Jackendoff’s Restrictive modifier schema, where a 

modifier is placed under the entity it is modifying in the conceptual structure. This is 

generalized as the following structure (Jackendoff 1990: 56): 

 

7) 

Restrictive schema 

 

 

This schema applies to modifiers, prototypically APs modifying NPs, like “a red hat”,  but 

modifiers can appear in a wide variety. Examples include a prepositional phrase modifying an 

NP, like or “house in the woods”, adverbs modifying VPs, like in “John went home quickly”, 

and so on (Jackendoff 1999: 56) As such, the entities in the schema above can be filled by a 

variety of arguments of different ontological categories, exemplified by red hat and house in 

the woods below: (Jackendoff 1999: 56) 
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8) 

a) Red hat  

b)  

 

9) 

a) House in the woods 

b)  

 

Also relevant to the discussion of arguments and functions is the concept of semantic fields, 

which Jackendoff 1990 adopts from Gruber 1965: “The basic insight of this theory is that the 

formalism for encoding concepts of spatial location and motion, suitably abstracted, can be 

generalized to many other semantic fields.” (Jackendoff 1990: 25) This means that verbs like 

GO and BE, which are treated as primitives in Jackendoff’s theory, can express different 

kinds of meaning in different semantic fields. For the verb GO, the spatial field emphasizes 

movement in a physical space, the possessional field emphasizes the possession of objects, 

and the ascriptional field emphasizes properties and how they change, and so on. This means 

that a similar structure can describe different kinds of meaning: 

 

10) Spatial 

a) The bird went from the ground to the tree 

b) [Event GOSpatial ([ Bird  ] , [Path FROM( [  Ground ]) TO ([  Tree ]) ]) ] 

 

11) Possessional 

a) Susan gave the money To Philip 

b) [Event GOPossessional ([ Money ] , [Path FROM( [ Susan  ]) TO ([  Philip ]) ]) ] 

 

12) Ascriptional 

a) The light changed from red to green 

b) [Event GOAscriptional ([ Light  ] , [Path FROM( [  red ]) TO ([ green  ]) ]) ] 
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In the above examples, there are different verbs, go, give and change,  that denote different 

kinds of changes, but they can all be described with the same conceptual structure, because 

the semantic field, noted after the GO verb, defines the kind of meaning the verb expresses.  

1.2.3 Inchoative verbs 

 Jackendoff (1990:74) discusses Inchoatives and how they sometimes represent two readings: 

“the event reading describes a change taking place whose final state is the state reading”. The 

sentence snow covered the hills illustrates this. The event reading is the change of state of 

snow gradually covering the hills, where the result of that change is the state reading, which 

is the description of the hills being covered in snow. Jackendoff proposes that these are two 

alternative available conceptual structures, in this case for the verb cover. (Jackendoff 1990: 

93) 

 

13)  

a) Event reading: [event INCH ([state BE ([ Snow], [place AT ([Hills]) ]) ]) ]  

b) State reading: [state BE ([ Snow], [place AT ([Hills]) ]) ] 

 

There is a similar duality for most of the stative -ify and -ize verbs. On the one hand, they 

don’t have the same ambiguity where one sentence gives two readings, but there is a similar 

correlation between an eventive and stative reading, involving the same verb. 

 

14) 

A) the greeks personified the forces of nature as gods 

B) the (greek) gods personified the forces of nature 

 

Here, the personification of the gods is shown in both an eventive, causative reading, 14a, 

and a stative, non-causative reading, 14b. You could imagine that there is a habitual reading 

in 14a: In the period of the ancient greeks, it was customary to portray forces of nature as 

gods, so the sentence in 6a refers to the habit of personifying forces of nature. However, for 

the purpose of this thesis, I am only interested in the stative reading in 14b. There is also 

some evidence to suggest that “habitual sentences may easily have a strictly eventive 

character, whereas stative verbs always refer to purely static situations” (Bertinetto 1994: 

408). This is important in terms of Jackendoff’s semantics because it changes the ontological 
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category of the verb, which in this case can be either EVENT or STATE. For the sake of 

comparison, i will show the conceptual structure of the sentences in 14 as a whole before 

looking at the structure of the -ify suffix. 

 

15 

A) Event reading:[event CAUSE ([The Greeks], [event INCH ([state BE ([ The forces of 

nature], [place AT ([gods]) ]) ]) ]) ]  

B) State reading: [state BE ([ The gods], [place AT ([forces of nature]) ]) ] 

 

The sentences share the notion that the gods are a personification, or a representation of 

forces of nature, but they are different in a couple of ways. First of all 6a is the causative 

sentence with an agent causing a change of state. The change of state, denoted by the INCH 

function, is not present in 15b, the stative reading. This mirrors the ambiguous inchoative 

sentence discussed above, where the state reading is the final state of a change denoted by the 

inch function. Therefore, forces of nature and gods are in opposite positions in the BE 

functions in 14a and 14b. 14a shows the process of the forces of nature becoming gods, while 

15b shows that gods are now forces of nature. An important difference, however, is that the 

LCS’ in 13 are made from the same sentence, snow covered the hills, whereas the LCS’ in 15 

are made from two different sentences with the same verb.  

 

1.2.4 Different functions of change: GO, TO versus INCH, BE 

Jackendoff shows that there is overlap in the use of a GO function and the inchoative 

function, to the point where the following structures seem to encode the same event 

(Jackendoff 1990: page 93): 

 

16) 

a) [event GO ([x], [Path TO ([Place Y]) ]) ] 

b) [event INCH ([State BE ([X],  [Place Y]) ]) ] 

 

Both structures can describe a change-of-state where an entity, X, comes to be in a place, Y. 

However, there are many nuances that separate them. Jackendoff mentions the following, 

inexhaustive list of criteria (Jackendoff 1990: page 94): 
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1. If the verb in question appears with a range of path-prepositions … it is likely a 

GO-verb 

2. If the verb in question appears in an extent sense … , it is likely a GO verb. (Recall 

that EXT is a featural variant of GO) 

3. If the verb in question has two senses that are related by the Inchoative relation… it is 

likely an INCH-verb. 

 

The first criteria applies to verbs like travel, with example sentences like “the train travelled 

down the track” and “the train travelled along the river” (Jackendoff 1990: page 93). 

Sentences like these highlight that the verb travel can fill the Path function with different 

phrases, some of which don’t include a specific end location, which the Inchoative function 

requires. The second criteria applies to sentences like “the road reaches Kansas”, which is a 

stative sentence that cannot be expressed with the INCH function, which implies a change 

with an end state. In this case, EXT, a featural variant of GO expresses that the road extends 

all the way to Kansas. The third criteria applies to ambiguous sentences like snow covered 

the hills, which I discussed in the previous chapter.Jackendoff also argues that the inability to 

separate an event into intermediate steps is indicative of an inchoative verb, such as verbs of 

attachment (Jackendoff 1990: 114). In other words, a verb like attach describes a change 

where an entity is first in one location, and then in another and it does not make sense to talk 

about the intermediate steps of this process. Therefore the action of attachment is an 

inchoative event that emphasizes an end state: 

 

17)  LCS of attach: 

NPi attach NPj to NPk 

[Event Cause ([   ]i , [Event Inch ([State BE ([   ]j ,  [ AT [   ]k]) ]) ])]1  

1.2.5 The PP-adjunct rule 

Let us consider Jackendoff’s PP-adjunct rule (Jackendoff 1990:170): 

 

PP-adjunct rule: 

1 I have simplified this structure slightly by removing marked features for contact and attachment, as 
the marking of those values don’t apply to this discussion 
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This rule allows for the incorporation of an adjunct into a Verb’s LCS as one of its 

arguments. Consider this with the example verb butter (Jackendoff 1990: 164), where butter 

is unindexed, and treated like an implicit argument. 

 

18) 

Butter 

[v N] 

___ NPj 
[Cause ([   ])i, [inch [be ([BUTTER], [ON [   ]J])]])] 

 

In this example, the verb means to put butter on something, but can be specified with a 

sentence like “he buttered the bread with margarine”. In that case, the PP with margarine is 

fused with butter, the implicit argument of butter’s LCS. This is possible because the implicit 

argument is not indexed, and does not collect anything from the syntax, which means the 

PP-adjunct rule can be applied. This means you get a reading like: the subject caused there to 

be margarine (which is a kind of butter) on the bread. Note that in this example, Jackendoff 

uses a simpler With- adjunct rule, as opposed to the generalized PP-adjunt rule. This rule is 

stated below (Jackendoff 1990: 169). There are some differences to these rules, as Jackendoff 

uses the With-adjunct rule more specifically than the PP-adjunct rule, but these nuances will 

not be important to my analysis, so I will not go into detail about them: 

 

 

With- Theme adjunct rule (version 4) 
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This use of implicit argument is similar to that of the LCS for drink (Jackendoff 1990: 53): 

 

19) 

 [Cause ([thing   ]i [go ([thing, liquid] j, [path TO ([place IN ([thing MOUTH OF([thing   ] i 

)])])])])] 

 

The LCS can be read as “an individual causes something that is liquid to go into its own 

mouth”. Here liquid is an implicit argument that specifies that drinking something requires it 

to be liquid. The argument is in this case indexed j, which is indexed with the object NP. This 

means that the object NP of drink must be something liquid, and it means that that NP 

argument takes the place of the implicit argument through argument fusion, which is when 

the information from the syntax is placed into the LCS to form a sentence. 

 

However, the fusion that occurs with the PP-adjunct rule can be slightly different with 

different verbs. IN the case of line, as in line a coat (with fur), the implicit argument would 

be lining. In this case, the fusion that takes place says something about what the lining is 

made of, compared to the butter example, which specified what kind of butter was used. In 

other words, the PP-adjunct rule gives some flexibility in terms of the semantics of the fusion 

of the adjunct into the argument of the LCS. 

1.2.6 Mapping functions 

Jackendoff presents a number of functions for of-phrases in lexical and conceptual semantics 

(1992).  Among these are the composition (COMP) function, which denotes what something 

is made of, such as in the phrase a house of wood”, which is a house made of wood. Another 

is the PART function, which denotes that something is a part of something else, as in leg of 

the table, where the leg is a part of the table. Below is the function of leg of the table. 

(Jackendoff 1992: Page 28) (without the discussion of boundedness and internal structure, 

which is not relevant to the current discussion) 

 

20) 
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Jackendoff uses these specifically to discuss boundedness and internal structure, which are 

“conceptual features” applied to events and objects (Jackendoff 1992: 18). Because sentences 

with the stative verbs discussed in this thesis often include adjectives or similar modifying 

entities, they won’t be directly applicable here, but they are worth mentioning. Boundedness 

refers to whether you can “divide [a] referent up and still get describable as [the same 

referent]”(Jackendoff 1992: 18-19). For example, water is a mass noun and is unbond, 

notated as -b, as it is possible to divide a body of water and still get water. For an event like 

bill slept, it is also possible to divide that event into smaller events that are also describable as 

“bill slept.  Internal structure refers to whether an event or object is “comprised [of] a 

multiplicity of distinguishable individuals”. For instance, water is not comprised of 

individuals although it can be divided, so it has the notation -i. comparatively plural nouns 

like buses are unbound like water, and are notated as -b, but they do consist of individual 

buses, and so have an internal structure notated with +i. 

 

Jackendoff uses these features to represent of-phrases  like house of wood and a drop of 

water. he represents a drop water like this (Jackendoff 1992: 23) : 

 

21) 

 

 

The function ELT, element of, takes the substance water as its argument and “maps [it] into a 

subentity of the larger entity denoted by the argument” (Jackendoff 1992: 23). This explains 
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how a drop of water is still made of water, but is a smaller more defined part of it. The 

boundness has also changed from -b in water to +b in drop of water, as the noun phrase is 

bound, conceptually speaking,  whereas the mass noun is not. A similar change happens in a 

grain of rice, where the grain now represents a single bound entity of the previously unbound 

rice. One difference is that rice has internal structure, marked as +i, as opposed to water, 

which does not, marked as -i. The interesting aspect here is the ELT function represents a 

function that makes a conceptual generalization: It takes an argument, which may have 

different features in terms of boundedness and internal structure, but it maps them onto a 

common structure 

 

 

1.3 Categorical meaning, Lexical Meaning and word-formation 

meaning 

Word formation by way of affixation usually carries with it an amount of semantic 

information. For instance, in a process like adding the suffix -er to a verb like swim to get the 

noun swimmer, the suffix does more than just change the word class, it also denotes that the 

resultant noun is a person who swims. If we generalize this, we can say that the semantic 

information of the suffix in this example is something like “a person who does activity X, 

where X is the activity described by the base”. However, this is not the only interpretation of 

this given suffix. There are for example instrumentals (Hovav and Levin 1992: Page 131) like 

opener whose meaning in relation to its base can be described as “an item that is used for 

activity X, where X is the activity described by the base.This shows that there is more 

complexity to derivation than just a change in word class. Because the semantic description 

of suffixes deals with how the meaning of a base interacts with an affix, models of the 

semantic information of affixation is often based in lexical semantics, “the study of lexical 

words … and how they lexicalize particular meanings” (Murphy 2010:30). How is a given 

concept organized in the mental lexicon, how do these entries in the lexicon appear in 

utterances and how do they interact with each other? 

 

Amanda Pounder (2000) mentions that “a strict separation of word-formation meaning from 

lexical meaning is rarely observed in the literature”(Pounder 2000: 97); She also suggests that 

“word formation meaning is a subset of lexical meaning” (Pounder 2000:97). Here 
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word-formation meaning refers to the combinatory meaning of a word based on the parts it is 

made up of. In an attempt to separate the two, Pounder disregards categorical meaning, “ the 

meaning a word has by virtue of being noun or verb etc”(98) when attempting to specify the 

properties of word-formation meaning. In a discussion of derivational suffixes, this means 

that an analysis of the semantics of derivational suffixes must look deeper at the change in 

meaning than just a change in word class. Crucially, Pounder also suggests, as a criterion to 

separate word formation meaning from lexical meaning, that “word formation meaning is … 

a function of the meaning of the base”(100). This means that a description of the semantic 

properties -ize and -ify suffixes must take the meaning of the base as its starting point. 

 

More importantly, it leaves room for the word formation meanings of these two suffixes to 

interact with other arguments in a function, as opposed to a lexical meaning, which would be 

tied to only the resultant verb or the base separately. The different verb types mentioned in 

the introduction highlights why this is important for the suffixes I am discussing. The 

explanation of the types could be written out as functions, with x as a variable for the stem, 

and it showed that the meaning of the new verb is dependent on the relationship between the 

base and the rest of the sentence.  

The differences in these verb types also highlight how the polysemy of the -ize and -ify 

suffixes must be at least in part explained as different possible interactions between the base 

and other arguments. see for instance inchoatives, “become x”, which seem to lack a 

causative agent, which distintinctly separates it from several other of the verb types. 

 

Figurative extension of meaning has also been discussed as an occasionally obligatory part of 

the word formation process. Valera (2017) discusses it as is pertains to conversion, where it is 

sometimes important to distinguish between the literal meaning and the figurative one in 

order to explain the word formation, such as in the case of “lobbyN - lobbyV, where the 

meaning of the verb is based on the figurative meaning, and crucially cannot be understood as 

a conversion of the literal meaning of the word. In other words, lobbyV, which means to 

exert influence, usually with political goals, does not relate to the literal meaning of lobbyN, 

which denotes an entrance area, but to the figurative meaning, which is “the persons who 

frequent the lobby of the house of legislature for the purpose of influencing its members in 

their official action“ (OED: s.v. Lobby). Conversely the figurative extension can also happen 

after the word formation, such as with hamstring, Where the figurative extension takes place 

in the verb, not the Noun base: “Its figurative sense results from figurative extension within 
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the word–class verb” (Valera 2017: 6). This is sometimes relevant for -ify and -ize verbs, for 

instance with electrify. One definition of this verb is “To excite, arouse, or startle (a person), 

as if by an electric charge or shock“ (OED: s.v. Electrify) 

 

Kastovsky (1986) suggested that we focus on productivity of a “morphological-semantic 

type” (1986:597), such that a word-formation process can be called an “actualization of a 

grammatical possibility”(597). An example he gives of this is a “hierarchy of productivity 

with the morphological pattern V-er of the type Agent — Instrument — Experiencer — 

Patient — Locative — Action”. This implies that a word formation process not only consists 

of a base interacting with a word-formation rule, but also that the process can predict certain 

semantic features of the derivative. This would be features of the kind listen in Kastovksy’s 

example, and it can show that derivatives of a given word-formation rule can be grouped into 

different categories. Furthermore, the hierarchy is noteworthy: Although a word-formation 

rule can be polysemous, Kastovsky shows that there can still be some meanings derived by a 

single rule that are more productive, i.e. that render more derivatives than others. This 

observation is relevant to the study of the -ify and -ize suffixes because they are so 

polysemous, and it supports the categorization of verb types listed in figure 1 in 1.1. 

 

Cynthia Lloyd (2011), in looking diachronically at select deverbal suffixes in middle english, 

found that the hierarchy of productivity suggested by Kastovsky holds true. She also found 

that distinguishing the semantic information of different suffixes with a similar categorical 

function, turning verbs to nouns, existed “not as invariable rules for word formation, but as 

tendencies in the way they are used”(263). The factors guiding these tendencies were in part 

“the semantics of words formed in [the suffixes] on first entering the language, …[and]  the 

kinds of bases most typically selected for them”(263). This highlights the intricate nature of 

polysemous suffixes, for which it can be difficult to pin down a singular definition that covers 

all possible readings. 

 

1.4 Lieber’s analysis 

In this chapter I will focus on Rochelle Lieber, her lexical framework and her analysis of the 

-ify and -ize suffixes. This Thesis uses Ingo Plag (1999) as the base of the analysis, but I want 
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to offer a different perspective, as well as show that neither this nor Plag’s analysis 

adequately covers stative verbs. I will return to this discussion in 1.5 and 1.6. 

  

Lieber works with similar principles as Jackendoff, that of primitives and functions, but 

develops a lexical structure of her own. She stresses a distinction between lexical bodies, 

which represent lexical attributes of given words, and skeletons, which build on these, as is 

the case of the suffixes in question. Key to Lieber’s structure is multiple “semantic features 

which serve as functional elements”(Lieber 2004: 35). Examples of this is [+/- Material] and 

[+/-Dynamic], which denote whether a given word is a substance/thing/essence, and whether 

it describes something eventive or situational. It is important to note that the presence of a 

feature is in itself a categorization: The presence of the dynamic feature “ by itself signals the 

conceptual category of situations” (Lieber 2004: 24), which is then again separated into a 

positive or negative value, which separates situations into states and events. 

 

 Lieber uses these features similarly to Jackendoff’s functions like GO or CAUSE, in that 

they are functions that take arguments, but more importantly Lieber’s terminology allows her 

to include nuanced differences within word classes in her structures. Lieber’s features are 

also reminiscent of the qualia structure from Pustejovsky’s Generative Lexicon. This 

structure focuses on different types of information stored for a given word, with the goal of 

portraying a breadth of attributes associated  with it (Murphy 2010:67). 

 

For her skeletons, Lieber also suggests a principle of co-indexation, similar to Jackendoff’s 

argument fusion:  

 

“Principle of co-indexation  

In a configuration in which semantic skeletons are composed, co-index the highest nonhead 

argument with the highest (preferably unindexed) head argument. Indexing must be 

consistent with semantic conditions on the head argument, if any.” (Lieber 2004: 61) 

 

This principle shows how different skeletons and semantic bodies attach to each other. Lieber 

uses the derivation of driver from the verb drive and the suffix -er as an example: (Lieber 

2004: 55) 

 

 -er [+material, dynamic ([ ], <base>)]  
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 drive [+dynamic ([ ], [ ])] 

 driver [+material, dynamic ([i ], [+dynamic ([i ], [ ])])]   

 

The skeletons of drive and -er combine such that the first argument in -er’s skeleton is 

co-indexed with the first argument in drive’s skeleton. The resulting structure is a combined 

skeleton that can be read something like “there is a subject X, and that X drives Y 

(something, somewhere)”. Thus, the co-indexation allows for a prediction where the base of 

the suffix is the action that the subject is doing, rather than the other way around. The last 

part of the principle allows room to exclude semantically implausible readings that might 

occur with the main principle; Lieber stresses “that the Principle of Co-indexation … is a 

violable principle”(Lieber 2004: 60). This is comparable to Plag’s exclusion of impossible 

readings that come from his ambiguous LCS, based on encyclopaedic knowledge of the 

word. Instead, Lieber’s criteria are “semantic conditions”.  

 

As for the -ize and -ify suffixes, Lieber takes a slightly different approach to Plag with her 

analysis. She agrees that -ify and -ize can be unified under one description, but provides a 

different single description Lieber suggests the following structure for the -ize and -ify verbs 

(Lieber 2004: 82) 

 

22) 

 -ize, -ify 

 [+dynamic ([volitional – i ], [j ])]; [+dynamic ([i ], [+dynamic, +IEPS ([j ], [+Loc ([ ])])]), 

<base>] 

 

Lieber simplifies the meaning of the skeleton, which consists of two joined functions, as “ “[x 

does something to y] such that [x causes y to become z/ go to z].” “ (Lieber 2004: 82). In the 

first function,  [+dynamic ([volitional – i ], [j ])]; the volitional subscript specifies what kind of 

agent is involved in these skeletons. Lieber argues for example that a sentence like “the cold 

crystallized the water” is fairly unnatural. (Lieber 2004: 82). The use of the +dynamic and 

+IEPS (inferable eventual state of position) feature allows Lieber to express the meaning of 

both Jackendoff’s GO and INCH/BE functions, as opposed to Plag who argues that GO 

sufficiently covers all derivatives.  
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It should be mentioned that Lieber implies that all -ize and -ify verbs are causative in nature, 

although not necessarily in the sense that they can all be considered a causative verb type, 

made clear by the simplification she gives for the last part of her structure: “such that x 

causes y to go to/become Z”. This is also similar to how Plag views all derivatives of the 

suffixes as change of state verbs, as discussed in section 1.4.3 For the inchoative examples, 

which do not involve a causative agent, Lieber borrows the analysis of Levin and Rappaport 

Hovav (1995) which suggests “a binding of the external cause argument (here the first 

argument of [+dynamic]) at the level of the lexical semantic representation” (Lieber 

2004:85). Lieber uses this binding for “the deletion of the external cause argument from the 

composed verbal skeleton” (Lieber 2004: 85), which removes it, and its co-indexed argument 

for the final structure. 

 

1.5 Plag’s Analysis 

1.5.1 Core analysis 

In “Morphological productivity, structural constraints in english derivation”(1999), Ingo Plag 

proposed a unified semantic analysis of verbs derived with the -ize and -ify suffixes, using 

Jackendoffs Lexical Conceptual Structures. He uses these structures as a way to make explicit 

the semantic nuances present in -ize and -ify derivatives. Plag notes that “the meanings which 

verbs in -ify can express appear to be identical to the ones denoted by -ize”(195), and that 

what separates them is phonological conditions. There are cases where this proposition is 

challenged, such as in the case of terrify and Terrorize, both with terror as their base. 

Terrorize has an additional definition: “To coerce or deter (someone) by threat or 

violence”(OED), which is not shared with terrify, at least not the violence aspect.  

However, for the sake of this thesis, I will not discuss this proposition at length, but rather 

take for granted that -ize and -ify operate identically in terms of syntax and semantics. As 

such, I will also be using examples of -ify and -ize verbs interchangeably.  

 

Plag puts forward the following structure for all verbs derived from the -ize and -ify suffixes: 

 

23) 

[[   ]Base -ize]v 
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{NPi ____ NP theme, NP theme ____,NPi ____ }  

CAUSE ([    ] i [GO ([Property, Thing  ]Theme/Base; [TO [Property, thing   ] base/theme])]) 

 

The second line is the syntactic structure. It shows how -ize and -ify verbs appear in 

sentences. Note that it shows three different structural possibilities, as different types of 

derivatives produce different structures: the middle structure comes from inchoative verbs, 

such as oxidize, where the semantic theme is in subject position: “over time, the blood 

oxidized”. The last structure comes from performative verbs, where the causal agent, indexed 

with i, is in subject position, but the theme is not realized in the sentence: “John 

anthropologized in the field”(Plag 1999: 137). Plag argues in this case that the base is applied 

to an unmentioned theme, which gives the following reading of the sentence above: “John 

applied anthropology to an unmentioned object”(Plag 1999: 138). The first structure 

represents what seems to be the most common structure, which covers ornative, causative, 

resultative, locative and resultative verbs: a causal agent in subject position, and the theme in 

object position: “John clarified the subject”. 

 

 

The third line is the conceptual structure, which shows the semantic information. In this case 

the CAUSE function is underlined as it is optional, and notably not realized in inchoative 

verbs. This is an ambiguous structure, where “it is either the referent of the base that is 

transferred to the referent of the object or the other way around” (Plag 1999: 127). This is 

also what separates some of the verb types from each other. For instance, in building his 

LCS, Plag suggests the following conceptual structure for locative readings of -ize verbs 

(Plag 1999: 125):  

 

24) 

CAUSE ([    ] i [GO ([   ]Theme; [TO [   ] base])])  

 

Here the transfer is from theme to base, such as in the sentence they hospitalized grandma, 

where the theme, grandma is put into the base, hospital. Contrastingly, we get the following 

conceptual structure for ornative verbs (Plag 1999: 127): 

 

25) 

CAUSE ([    ] i [GO ([   ]base; [TO [   ] theme])]) 
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Here the transfer goes the opposite way, as in the sentence “they patinized the zinc particles”, 

where the base, a patin, is provided or applied to the zinc particles. In total, the various verb 

types among -ify and -ize verbs can be described using the following structures: 

 

26) 

a) CAUSE ([    ] i [GO ([   ]base; [TO [   ] theme])]) Ornative/Causative 

b) CAUSE ([    ] i [GO ([   ]Theme; [TO [   ] base])]) Resultative/locative 

c) [GO ([   ]Theme; [TO [   ] base])] Inchoative 

d) CAUSE ([    ] i [GO ([   ]base; [TO [  EMPTY ] theme])]) Performative 

 

I will refer to these verb types collectively as change-of-state verbs, as that both unifies them 

and separates them from the stative verbs, which do not involve a change-of-state. I will 

collectively refer to the structures that use the CAUSE function as causal verbs. This means 

that there is a variety of structural possibilities within the LCS, but Plag argues that 

encyclopedic knowledge helps inform the choice of the order of transfer by ruling out 

impossible readings, and this complies with one of Pounder 2000’s criteria for separating 

lexical meaning from word-formation meaning: “3) The exclusion of extra-linguistic 

information from word-formation meaning” (Pounder 2000: 100). One of Plag’s examples is 

patinize, with the OED definition “To cover with a patina”, for which a transfer from theme 

to base is impossible. This is because the base, a patina, which means a cover, necessitates 

that it has something to cover, which in this case would be the theme. This can be considered 

an understanding of the world, rather than linguistic knowledge, which  means that Plag’s 

suggested LCS, which would be the semantic information of the -ize, and by extension the 

-ify suffix, does not need to include specific information in cases where extra-linguistic 

information rules out impossible readings. 

 

However, because base and theme have two possible options to go into, it also explains 

different nuances of similar meanings. Plag mentions oxidize as an example, which has two 

possible readings from the structure above (Plag 1999: 136): 

 

27) 

a) [GO ([  Oxide ]Base; [TO [   ] Theme])]  

b) [GO ([   ]Theme; [TO [ Oxide  ] base])] 
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Neither of these readings are ruled out on the grounds of lexical information, but rather these 

two structures coincide with two different OED definitions: a refers to the definition “become 

coated with oxide” and b refers to the definition “become converted into an oxide”.  

 

It is important to keep in mind that extra-linguistic knowledge is still important for the 

process of word formation. Kastovsky (1986) stresses how such factors can impact the 

productivity of word formation, in the sense that “a word formation pattern will only be 

activated if a designation is required [and] neologisms without plausible referents will strike 

one as deviant” (Kastovsky 1986: 595). As such, extra-linguistic information about a given 

base does not change the word-formation rule that is applied to it, but it can impact how a 

base will interact with said rule. 

 

Plag’s LCS can also be used to explain -ize verbs with multiple different meanings. Plag uses 

computerize as an example, where the reading “put (data) into the computer”(Plag 1999: 128) 

is derived by transferring the meaning of theme, to the base, computer, which gives a locative 

reading. The opposite reading would be “to install a computer or computers in (an office, 

etc.)”, where the meaning of the base is transferred to the theme, which gives an ornative 

reading (Plag 1999: 128).  

 

This ambiguity helps to explain why some constructions with -ize verbs transfer meaning 

differently. With regards to the syntactical arguments of computerize, while neither reading 

of the verb creates a relationship between an argument and the base where the argument has 

the properties of the base, the ornative reading, with meaning transferred from base to theme, 

the relationship between the base and the argument is at least one where the argument has a 

computer. In other words, the semantic structure where meaning is transferred from base to 

theme, is also applicable in a syntax/semantic interface, where the meaning is transferred 

from the base of the verb to the patient or theme argument.  

 

Plag goes on to argue that “reference to the syntactic category of the base [is] 

unnecessary”(Plag 1999: 131), and that “in a purely semantic approach … the only restriction 

necessary is that the base can successfully be interpreted as an appropriate argument in the 

LCS” (Plag 1999: 131).By adding the semantic subscripts thing and property, which can only 
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be realized as nouns and adjectives, Plag avoids making separate word formation rules for 

-ize derivatives based on whether they are based on nouns or adjectives. 

 

One aspect of this framework that goes largely uncommented, at least in terms of how the 

base word class affects the verb or the semantic transfer,  is the difference between the 

semantic subscript. In other words, Plag does not comment on whether it is important 

whether a base can fit thing or property, so long as it fits either of them. 

 

1.5.2 Problems with Plag 

 

Plag comes at the “problem” of -ize derivatives  with the goal that any reading of a derivative 

shall be interpretable as a result of the single  LCS he presents. This covers the 

change-of-state verbs quite well but a couple details remain unclear. In this section, I will 

address some of the minor problems with his analysis, before moving on to the main 

problem, which is that his analysis does not account for stative -ify and -ize verbs. 

 

One aspect of Plag’s framework that goes largely uncommented, at least in terms of how the 

base word class affects the verb or the semantic transfer,  is the difference between the 

semantic subscripts. In other words, Plag does not comment on whether it is important 

whether a base can fit thing or property, so long as it fits either of them. Plag argues that 

specification of the syntactic category of the base is superfluous and more importantly that it 

is unnecessary to create separate word formation rules for adjectival and nominal bases. 

Rather he argues that the subscripts “thing” and “property” for the argument slot for the base 

allows for one LCS for the -ize derivative, while still restricting the possible bases to 

nominals and adjectivals, as only these can be realized as the correct subscript. He does not, 

however, go into how these different subscripts affect the semantics of the -ize affix. He 

mentions that traditional analyses have associated different verb types (causative, ornative, 

etc) specifically with either nominal or adjectival bases, and that this is unnecessary with a 

single LCS, but he does not look into a similar association based on the semantic subscript 

that he uses. 
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For instance, let’s look at the verb institutionalize, which has one definition from OED that 

reads “To house, train, or bring up in an institution; to subject (a person) to institutional 

life“(OED: s.v. Institutional). With a locative reading, where the theme is transferred to the 

base, the base, which is an adjective, must be realized as a thing, since a person is placed in 

an institution. This raises a couple questions: Is it problematic for a base that is seemingly 

adjectival to be realized as the semantic subscript thing? Is this indicative of a correlation 

between the verb type of the derivative and the subscript in the LCS? Is there a difference in 

this correlation between adjectival and nominal bases? To elaborate on the last question: If 

we accept that there is indeed a single LCS of the -ize suffix, which can predict the readings 

of its derivatives, is there still a difference in how the bases interact with the LCS of the 

suffix?  

 

Some smaller problems include the discussion of the theme in subject position, which goes 

against Jackendoff’s rule of argument fusion. Plag mentions the problem, and accounts for it 

in the LCS, but also mentions that there are “strong arguments in favor of a more principled 

solution”(Plag 1999: 136). He does not, however, go into this discussion.  

Plag also brings up the example of cannibalize as an example of a verb that doesn’t quite fit 

the LCS, as the meaning of the base is not directly involved in a transfer of meaning in such a 

way that makes sense with the readings that the verb gives. There are possibly more examples 

like this that warrant further analysis.  

 

There are examples of -ify and -ize verbs that seem best described as possessives, whose 

meaning can be described as end result where the theme “has x”, where x is the base. Take 

for instance quantify and the sentence they quantified happiness. The meaning of this 

sentence seems to be that they caused happiness to have a measurable quantity.  As such, it 

might not fit into any of the verb types given by Plag. Happiness is neither being turned into 

(resultative), provided with (ornative) or rendered more like (causative) a quantity, but rather 

has received the properties of a quantity. This does fit into the LCS, as the transfer would go 

from base to theme, such that the properties of a quantity would be given to the theme, as 

shown below: 

 

28) 

They i quantified happiness Theme 

CAUSE ([  They  ] i [GO ([  Quantity ]base; [TO [ happiness  ] theme])]) 
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However, this structure denotes either causatives or ornatives, neither of which suits the 

meaning of the sentence. You could argue that ornative is in fact correct, but that to be given 

a quantity has to be understood figuratively. However, I argue that this would be best 

resolved with the semantic field. If the LCS above were in the possessional field, it would 

more accurately depict the fact that happiness possesses a quantity, rather than a quantity has 

somehow been superimposed onto it. Plag does not include semantic fields in his analysis at 

all, and I showed in 1.2.2 that semantic fields can be quite important in terms of the nuance of 

a single function. In the case of Plag’s analysis, the fact that his GO function is undetermined 

means that it relies heavily on the lexical information of the bases, which I believe makes it a 

weaker solution. The goal of the LCS of these suffixes is to explain their polysemy. It might 

therefore be unsatisfying that two semantically different verbs can come from the similar 

transfer in the LCS. 

1.5.3 The problem of stative verbs 

Plag’s LCS mostly covers cases where an agent causes a change between the base and the 

theme, either with the base applied to the theme or the other way around . The other two 

cases, inchoatives and performatives, still use the GO function, which implies a change of 

state. This excludes stative verbs, such as signify . Consider the following example sentence: 

 

29) 

 A check mark signifies that you have met the requirements 

 

In this case, the metalanguage would be something like “a check mark is a sign that you have 

met the requirements”, which shows that no change. Here the transfer happens in such a way 

that “a check mark” goes to inherit the properties of the base, much like a predicate 

construction. In other words, in this example sentence, a check mark is a sign and that sign 

means that you have met the requirements. This again does not quite fit into plag LCS of -ify 

and -ize. 

 

A similar problem can be seen with examples like identify, in cases like I identify with the 

main character, or I identify as a man. The subject seems involved with the semantic transfer 

here, but again would fall slightly outside of Plag’s analysis. In this case, one might that say 
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that the subject here has something, in this case an identity, rather than is something, but it 

still does not include a change of state.  

 

This raises a number of questions about Plag’s suggested LCS. For one, the syntactical 

structure does not hold for these cases. The example with signify earlier would have a 

syntactic structure like this: 

 

30) 

 NP____ NP  

 

The structure is transitive, so among Plag’s verb types, a causal verb type is the only option. 

That means that the verb has to have an agent that causes a change, and would have to be 

either an ornative, causative, resultative or locative verb. Signify meets none of these 

requirements: The example sentence in 29 does not denote a change, and therefore cannot 

include a causal agent. Furthermore, applying roles like agent and theme to 29 seems 

difficult. Plag’s conceptual structure also says nothing of the relation between the NP in 

subject position  and the NP in object position: In the example sentence above, the check 

mark is a representation of the fact that a person has met the requirements, so there is a clear 

connection here which Plag’s analysis does not account for. It is also worth mentioning that 

the object in the sentence is not an optional syntactic argument. 

 

In summary, Plag’s analysis leaves the following problems for stative verbs: 

1) The verbs do not denote a change-of-state, which all -ify and -ize verbs in Plag’s 

analysis do 

2) The verbs seem to have a different syntactic structure, at least in terms of what 

semantic roles are realized by the NPs in the structure 

 

1.5.4 Examples of the problem 

In this chapter I want to look further at these stative verbs, and show, by applying Plag’s 

LCS, that they require a different solution than what is offered in Plag’s LCS. Let’s look at 

Plag’s suggested LCS, and see if it can successfully predict readings made with signify and 

Identify, as examples of stative verbs. 
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signify has the following definition from Merriam-Webster:  

 

31) 

transitive verb 

1a: to be a sign of : MEAN 

b: IMPLY 

2: to show especially by a conventional token (such as word, signal, or gesture) 

 

As mentioned before, signify does not have a causal agent, which leaves us with the 

following options from Plag’s LCS, for the example sentence  a check mark signifies that you 

have met the requirement. 

 

32) 

a) [GO ([  Sign ]base; [TO [  Check mark ] theme])] 

b) [GO ([Check mark   ]Theme; [TO [ Sign] Base])] 

 

First of all, these structures are usually applied to inchoative verbs, which only have one 

obligatory NP, as opposed to signify, which has two. That, by itself, makes either solution 

imprecise. That being said, 32b is the closest to definition 1a, which can be read similarly to 

an inchoative verb, in that the check mark has become a sign, but it does not account for the 

stative nature of the verb: the check mark IS a sign, it does not become one. In fact, the GO 

function does not correspond well with the stative nature of the verb in either of the possible 

options. Furthermore, it is a stretch to suggest that becoming a sign is a satisfactory 

prediction for the meaning of implying or meaning something, especially when compared to 

Plag’s other examples, where the prediction is more clear, like with the inchoative readings of 

oxidize (Plag 1999: 136) :  

 

33) 

a) [GO ([  oxide ]base; [TO [   ] theme])] 

b) [GO ([   ]Theme; [TO [ oxide] Base])] 

 

33a, the transfer of the base, oxide, to a theme, predicts the reading “become coated with 

oxide” and 33b, the transfer from theme to the the base, oxide, predicts the reading “become 
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converted into an oxide”. Here the LCS also coincides with the inchoative nature in the 

definitions, as opposed to the example with signify, which does not cover the stative meaning. 

 

In terms of the connection between check mark and the object relative clause in the sentence, 

this connection can arguably be explained by the semantics of the base: A sign can be symbol 

conveying information. Thus the check mark is a sign, which conveys the information that 

you have met the requirements. 

 

Alternatively, you might argue that check mark is not the theme at all, but rather that the 

object complement clause, that you have met the requirements, is the theme. In that case, the 

following structure would be most applicable: 

 

34) 

[GO ([property That you have met the requirements ]Theme; [TO [ Sign] Base])] 

 

If we assume that the theme here is a property, you might get a reading like: The meaning of 

the theme has been imposed on the base, which now means that the sign now means that you 

have met the requirements. This does, however, not take into consideration that it is the check 

mark that is the sign. In this case, the semantic information of neither arguments in the GO 

function explains this.  

 

On to identify, specifically the meanings of the word which the OED refers to as “senses 

relating to association”(OED: s.v. Identify). For instance: “To consider or describe oneself as 

belonging to a particular category or group of people.” with examples like: They identified as 

working class. Like with signify there is a connection between the subject and the object, 

which comes back to the sense of association described by OED: they are associating with 

working class. In this case there is a more active agentive role, they, but it is not exactly 

causative. The subject they is not causing itself to identify with the working class. However, 

Merriam-Webster offers the following definition  for this particular sense of the word 

identify: “to practice psychological identification”(Merriam-webster: s.v. Identify). In this 

case we could argue that identify is a performative verb, with a modifed definition being 

“performing psychological identification”. Compare then a possible LCS for a performative 

identify with the LCS that Plag offers for anthropologize (Plag 1999: 138): 
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35) 

Anthropologize: 

 CAUSE ([    ]  [GO ([ Anthropology ] Base; [TO [  ] theme])]) 

 

36) 

Identify 

 CAUSE ([    ]  [GO ([ Identity ] Base; [TO [ X ] theme])]) 

 

In the case of anthropologize, the theme is empty, as the verb is intransitive, but it implies 

that a causal agent is “apply[ing] anthropology to an unmentioned object”(Plag 1999: 138). 

Identify, however, is transitive, and so will have an explicit theme argument, here marked as a 

variable X. This structure implies that a causal agent is applying identity to the theme 

argument. This does not work for a couple of reasons. First of all, it does not explain that the 

causal agent is applying their own identity to the theme. And this issue cannot be solved with 

semantic information of the base. If we argue that by its nature, an identity must belong to 

someone, how do we separate the reading of association with that of discovery, such as they 

identified the killer. We could suggest an LCS where the theme is transferred to the base, 

such that the theme argument has become or taken on the properties of an identity, but this 

leaves us with the same problem. 

 

What if we consider the subject of the associative constructions as the theme argument, 

without a causal agent? For the example sentence they identified as working class above, that 

gives us the following options, within Plag’s LCS: 

 

37) 

a) [GO ([  Identity ]base; [TO [ they  ] theme])] 

b) [GO ([ they  ]Theme; [TO [ Identity] Base])] 

 

First of all, either of these options have the issue of not semantically addressing the 

mandatory syntactical arguments of the verb. That being said, the structure in 37b is the 

closest to the definition “To consider or describe oneself as belonging to a particular category 

or group of people”. The prediction from this structure might be something like: “they have 

gone to take on the properties of an identity”, the properties of which are made explicit in the 

object of the verb. This last piece of metalanguage is not predicted by the LCS, but is 
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necessary for it to match the definition. Furthermore, unlike signify, where you could make 

an argument that this discrepancy is solved with semantic information, this does not work 

here, as discussed above.  

 

In summary, these examples highlight the following potential issues with Plag’s LCS, as it 

concerns agentive verbs: 

1. The GO function is unsatisfactory for stative verbs  

2. The reading of transitive constructions, with a connection between subject and object, 

as well as between the base and the theme, are difficult to predict in a satisfying 

manner, especially when there is a semantically speaking non-causal subject 

potentially filling the role of the theme.  

3. Stative verbs can not be analyzed as causal verbs, because they don’t have a causal 

agent, nor as inchoatives, because the stative verbs seem to have two obligatory NPs 

1.6 Application of Lieber 

Let us see if Lieber’s framework can resolve the issues we found with Plag, beginning with 

the problem of stative verbs, using Identify and signify as examples. One issue was that Plag’s 

LCS, using the CAUSE and GO functions,  does not account for the stative nature of these 

examples. Lieber’s framework shares this issue, as she assumes all parts of the skeleton refer 

to events, rather than states. Lieber refers to the following structure, which shows the 

separation of the dynamic feature discussed above, as well as the IEPS feature. (Lieber 2004: 

30)  
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Figure 2: Overview of the semantic features of situations in Lieber (2004) 

 

This shows that States have a negative dynamic feature, which is not represented in the 

Lieber’s structure for -ize and -ify, repeated here for convenience. Her structure assumes that 

all -ify and -ize verbs have the [+dynamic] feature: 

 

22) 

 -ize, -ify 

 [+dynamic ([volitional – i ], [j ])]; [+dynamic ([i ], [+dynamic, +IEPS ([j ], [+Loc ([ ])])]), 

<base>]  
 

The issue with the lack of a causative agent can be resolved with the same mechanism as with the 

inchoative versions, by binding and removing the volitional agent, but that argument is less 

strong here, as signify example sentences like a check mark signifies that you have met the 

requirements,  show that you can have non-volitional subjects for -ize and ify verbs. Not to 

mention the fact that identify shows an example of a stative verb type that can take volitional 

agents, so you cannot remove that argument in that case. 

 

It is possible that the violability of  Lieber’s principle of co-indexation allows us to get a 

reading which more accurately describes these examples. This is something Lieber does 

already for some cases. Under the normal principle of co-indexation, the body of the base 

co-indexes with the location of the +dynamic, +IEPS function, such that the subject or the 

theme goes to or becomes the body of the base. Lieber mentions, however, that this does not 

work for some ornative examples, like apologize or glorify, “nouns that do not normally 

denote states or locations”.(Lieber 2004: 84). In other words, a theme does not become an 

apology, it is given to it. In this case, the base apology is indexed with the theme in the 

following manner, which allows for an ornative reading: 

 

38) 

 [+dynamic ([volitional – i ], [j ])]; [+dynamic ([i ], [+dynamic, +IEPS ([j ], [+Loc ([ ])])]), 

[−material ([j ])]] 

 

In summary, this co-indexation gives more room to explain the polysemy of the 

suffixes.Having said that, shifting the co-indexation does not change the functions 
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themselves, which are the root of the problem. In other words, Lieber’s approach is also 

unsuited to account for stative -ify and -ize verbs 

1.7 Research question 

Following the problems with Plag listed in section 1.5.3 and 1.5.4, I posit the following 

research questions: 

1) What are the semantic properties of stative verbs with the -ify and -ize suffix, 

and how can these properties be formally described? 

2) Is it possible to construct a unified description of the suffixes that accounts for 

all types of verbs made with it? 

 

For the first question, the goal is to find a formal description of the -ize and -ify suffixes that 

allows for prediction of stative verbs. In order to make a formal description of the stative -ify 

and -ize verbs I will also describe the semantic properties of these verbs, continuing the 

discussion in 1.5 and 1.6 on why the stative readings do not fit into current descriptions of the 

suffix. The goal of the second question is then to see if the formal description from the first 

question can be merged with an existing description of the suffixes. In other words, can a 

description be made of the suffixes that accounts for the change-of-state verbs in Plag’s 

description as well as the stative verbs I have mentioned in this chapter.  
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2 Methodology 
. 

2.1 Introduction and overview 

In this chapter I will explain the methods I used to answer the research questions in my thesis. 

I used a corpus to collect a list of all the verbs with the -ize and -ify verbs, and examined them 

in two excel sheets. I then determined the stative verbs, and set those aside in a different 

dataset. This dataset included definitions of the verbs, their bases, and various example 

sentences. I used Jackendoff’s Lexical Semantics as an analytical tool to determine the 

semantics of these verbs, and how that reflects on the semantics of the suffixes themselves.  

2.2 Data collection 

I did two rounds of data collecton. In the theory chapter I established that there are some 

stative verbs with the -ify and -ize suffix, but the data collection has to establish how many 

there are. In order to do this, I first had to collect information on all the verbs with these 

suffixes. After I had collected this information, and determined which verbs were stative, I 

did another round of data collection on these verbs, before doing my analysis. 

2.2.1 First round of data collection 

I chose to collect the data for this thesis using a corpus. In order to find a complete list of -ify 

and -ize verbs that have a stative reading, I first had to collect a list of verbs with these 

suffixes, and as such corpora are a good tool to gather a list of verbs. Furthermore, it is good 

to keep in mind that the questions posed here might not represent a significant amount of the 

verbs, but rather that they are outliers. This will be seen in how many verbs come up for each 

problem, and thus how big of a portion of the derivatives is involved in the respective 

portions.  

 

Data was collected from the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA), which was 

selected for its focus on contemporary English, as well as the considerable size of the data in 

the corpus. The target data was all verbs made with the -izy and -ize suffixes, so the search 

strings used were *ize_V and *ify_V. The verbs were separated into two different 
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spreadsheets based on each suffix. Although this thesis treats these suffixes identically for the 

purpose of analysis, the verbs were separated in case any trends emerged in the data.  

 

Then, for each verb, various properties were noted: 

1) What is the verb argument structure?  

2) What is/are the definition(s) of the verb? 

3) What is the verb type, sorted by the verb types listed in the theory chapter 

 

Although I am specifically interested in the stative -ify and -ize verbs, these properties were 

noted for all verbs. An important part of the data collection was determining which verbs 

have a stative reading, and because a single verb can have multiple readings, it was important 

to go through all the verbs from the corpus. Furthermore, these properties became important 

in the process of determining which verbs were stative. I also noted example sentences for all 

the verbs, either from COCA or OED, as this further clarified how the verb is used. 

  

In Jackendoff’s model, the LCS of a lexical entry, in this case for a verb, must account for its 

obligatory NPs. Therefore it was important to consider the verbs argument structure. I did not 

pay much attention to which specific semantic roles a verb gives out, whether it be patient, 

benefactor, or experiencer etc, but rather how many NPs were obligatory to a verb. This 

judgement was done based on the meaning of the verb, as well as example sentences from 

COCA and OED.  

 

Definitions were collected from Merriam-Webster and Oxford English Dictionary. The OED 

was the most important source, because of its thorough and varied definitions of a verb, 

which helped to identify multiple verb types within a given verb, but I consulted 

Merriam-Webster in cases where a definition in OED did not clearly indicate the verb type of 

a given entry. These definitions form the basis of what I assume to be the semantic 

information of the derivative verbs, although importantly not the semantic information of the 

suffixes. Thus, a goal of the analysis will then be to create a formal structure where the 

metalanguage of a given derivative matches its definition.  

 

I recognize that forming the lexical information of words solely based on encyclopaedic 

information might be problematic. Murphy (2010) notes that “if you use a dictionary as a 

research aid for lexical semantics, you get only a partial picture of a language's lexicon or of 
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any particular lexeme in it”(Murphy 2010: 19). In this sense, the OED and Merriam-Webster 

definitions will not give exhaustive information on the semantics of the verbs and the bases I 

am looking at. I justify this in the following ways: First of all, the lexical information of the 

bases forms just one part of the data collection. I also looked at example sentences, which 

give information on the use of a verb, as well as the properties listed above. Furthermore, the 

definitions form just one part of the analysis as well, in such a way that I am not fully reliying 

on the encyclopaedic definitions.  

 

Each verb was categorized into one or more of the verb types listed in the theory chapter, 

including stative. A verb would receive multiple verb types in the instances where there were 

multiple uses of a single verb. These types were determined with the definition of the verbs. 

They provide the lexical meaning of the verbs, which is what the LCS is attempting to 

predict. The argument structure of a given use of a verb also affects the verb type: Locative, 

ornative, causative and resultative all realize two semantic arguments in addition to the verb 

base in the LCS. Performatives and inchoatives take only one argument. In unclear cases, the 

verbs could be tested against Plag’s LCS: As discussed in the theory chapter, the various verb 

types correlate to certain patterns in the LCS such that ornatives transfer from base to theme 

and locatives from theme to base and so on. 

 

Some data from the corpora was not considered in the analysis. This includes verbs that have 

additional morphemes added such as de- (deradicalize), dis- (disqualify) and re- (revitalize). 

First of all these altered verbs already contain as their bases items from the data set, in this 

case radicalize, qualify and vitalize. Furthermore, these exceptions consist of an -ize or -ify 

derivative as its base and adding a new bound morpheme, which makes it more complicated 

to investigate the change of meaning between the original noun or adjective base and the 

resultant verb. Verbs with Latin bases were also excluded, specifically instances where no 

english word could be said to be the base of the verb. An example of this is mollify. Although 

these verbs often fit the model for verbs with these suffixes if you know the meaning of the 

base (mollis means soft in latin), this thesis investigates the semantic operation that takes 

place with the addition of these suffixes, and that assumes that the suffixes attach to bases 

that are english words.  
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2.2.2 Stative verb data collection 

The stative verbs were determined by their definitions and example sentences. The nature of 

stative verbs as describing states “with no internal phases or changes” (Saeed 2009: page 

120) was an important factor in determining verbs as stative. I have also tested if a verb can 

be written in progressive form, as stative verbs prototypically cannot: 

 

1) 

a) I know the answer 

b) *I am knowing the answer 

 

Furthermore, while compiling the list of stative verbs, I noticed a trend that they were all 

transitive verbs. Both verbs I looked at in 1.5.3 and 1.5.4, signify and identify are transitive, 

and I will go into more detail about this in the analysis chapter, but this trend made it easier to 

notice the stative verbs among the verbs in the first data set.  

 

Once the list of Stative verbs was compiled, I also noted, for those verbs specifically, the 

definition of their bases. The lexical entry for a suffix uses the base of the derivative as an 

argument in the LCS, so it was important to have an idea of the lexical information of the 

base, which affects the meaning of the verb. Furthermore, Plag argues that lexical 

information of the base rules out impossible readings in the LCS of the suffixes, as discussed 

in the theory chapter, which makes it an important feature to know the details of. However, 

whether or not this claim holds true for the change-of-state verbs in Plag is not of interest to 

this thesis, so therefore the lexical information of the bases was only noted for stative verbs. 

 

I also looked more in detail on the stative verbs that had extra definitions that could be 

analysed as change-of-state verbs. Because I am not just looking at the stative verbs, but also 

investigating if it is possible to create a combined LCS for stative and change-of-state verbs, I 

wanted to keep track of how  these differences appeared in a single verb entry in the data set. 

As a part of this data collection, I also collected example sentences from the same verb, with 

similar meanings, but using different verb types. This was also part of determining the stative 

verbs: by comparing two sentences with the same verb, it was possible to see which sentence 

denoted a change of state, and which one did not. 
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2.3 Choice of analysis 

To represent the semantic information of the -ify and -ize suffixes I will use Jackendoff’s 

Lexical Semantics for the analysis. The goal of the thesis is to show the nuance of the suffix 

as well as a formal notation, and lexical semantics is a good way to do both. Furthermore, 

Jackendoff’s LCS’ are a good way to express the word formation meaning of the suffixes as 

functions of their bases, as discussed in 1.3. Lexical entries in Jackendoff’s semantics are 

made up of functions and arguments, which means that I can create a LCS which is a function 

that takes the base of the verb as an argument, like Plag (1999) does.  

 

There is also a precedent for showing the semantic information of a bound affix with 

Jackendoff’s semantics: In addition to Plag (1999) which I have discussed at length, there are 

also studies of Dutch morphology that uses Jackendoff, such as Lieber and Baayen (1993), 

and ten Hacken (2019). The goal of the analysis in this thesis will therefore be to create a 

LCS that describes the stative readings of -ify and -ize verbs, and to see if this LCS can be 

combined with one that denotes change-of-state. My analysis will also prominently feature 

Plag’s analysis of change-of-state -ify and -ize verbs, especially in 3.6 where i discuss uniting 

the LCS for stative and change-of-state verbs, as I believe his analysis is the most accurate 

foundation to work from. 

 

The example sentences I used in my analysis are mostly from COCA and OED. I have 

constructed some example sentences myself, and some example sentences are simplified 

versions of the original sentences in COCA or OED. The simplified examples are simplified 

in such a way that it only consists of the syntactically obligatory constituents, the constituents 

that a lexical entry in Jackendoff’s Semantics must account for. An example of this would be 

simplifying the sentence “They bury Terra as one of their own, memorialize her with a statue 

in their hall of fallen comrades” to “they memorialize Terra with a statue”.  

 

In order to form a formal notation of the semantic information of the bases I had to formulate 

example sentences with the stative verbs I identified in such a way that the base was isolated 

and could be considered its own argument. This follows from Plag’s analysis and his verb 

types. If a verb is considered causative, it means that the meaning of the verb can be 

rephrased to mean “make more x”, where x is the base without the suffix. Consider the 

following paradigm: 
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2) 

A) They randomized the order 

B) They made the order (more) random 

 

In terms of jackendoff’s semantics, I consider these two sentences to have the same meaning, 

but with different syntactic structures. This allows me to see how the suffix interacts with the 

NPs it gives semantic roles to.  

 

2.4 Analyzing the stative verbs 

Once I had compiled a list of the verbs with a stative reading, which I will present in the 

beginning of 3.1, those verbs became the foundation of the analysis; The LCS i want to create 

in this thesis should be able to describe the meaning of these verbs and how they interact with 

their mandatory NPs. In order to make this LCS, I primarily looked at example sentences 

with the stative verbs i had found, and examined how the various constituents interacted with 

each other. Furthermore, these example sentences were used as examples throughout the 

analysis.which formed an important foundation for the analysis. They showed how the verbs 

were used, in terms of what subjects and objects they take, and emphasized their stative 

nature. 

 

I built the analysis by making observations that held true for all, or most of the stative verbs. I 

considered the trends in meaning that existed within the verbs, and constructed conceptual 

structures to verify them. Throughout this process I used examples from the data set of stative 

verbs to show the observations I was making, and why they were relevant. Lastly, the 

example sentences were key in determining the final LCS’ that the thesis proposes. As I was 

building the LCS, I consistently checked it to confirm that the LCS could predict the meaning 

of an example sentence using the structure.  
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3 Analysis 

 3.1 Introduction and data 

This chapter seeks to answer the following research questions: 

 

1) What are the semantic properties of stative verbs with the -ify and -ize suffix, and how 

can these properties be formally described? 

2) Is it possible to construct a unified description of the suffixes that accounts for all 

types of verbs made with it? 

 

I will evaluate a couple of options to solve these questions. In terms of the first question I will 

analyze sentences with the stative verbs and create an LCS that explains their meanings. I do 

this by analyzing the various arguments that are obligatory to the sentences, and seeing how 

they relate to each other. The base interacts with the subject in a predicate relationship. When 

it comes to the base and the object, I evaluate a couple options. I attempt first to describe 

them using a modifying GO function in order to explain stative -ify and -ize verbs with the 

verb types that Plag (1999) uses. This proves unsatisfactory as even a modifying GO function 

depends on a change-of-state. I then move on to describe the trends of meaning that exist 

between the base and the object. There are some trends that indicate a mapping function 

similar to the ones introduced by Jackendoff (1992) could be possible, but these trends are 

too varied to result in a single function for the LCS of stative -ify and -ize verbs. However, 

these trends reveal that the bases are relational nouns, which allows for an LCS where the 

object acts like an argument to the base. The result of this is an isolated LCS that describes 

the meaning of stative -ify and -ize verbs. This LCS is then united into a unified LCS for all 

verbs with these suffixes, which leads to the second question 

 

For the second question, one option is to attempt to expand on Plag’s LCS, shown below,  to 

include stative verbs as well. 

 

1) 

[[   ]Base -ize]v 

{NPi ____ NP theme, NP theme ____,NPi ____ }  
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CAUSE ([    ] i [GO ([Property, Thing  ]Theme/Base; [TO [Property, thing   ] base/theme])]) 

 

First of all, it is important to note that the goal of this option is to expand the LCS while still 

keeping the parts of the analysis that work. The optimal solution would be one where there is 

one unified LCS for the -ize and -ify suffix that can account for both change-of-state and 

stative verbs that use the suffixes. However, this requires that whatever differences there are 

between the change-of-state verbs that Plag covers and the stative verbs can be resolved by 

use of tools like indexation and optional functions, like the CAUSE function, which is 

optional in Plag’s LCS. I will argue that it is possible to include stative verbs in Plag’s LCS 

by altering it slightly. Instead of using the functions GO and TO, I will be using INCH, BE 

and AT. This allows me to embed a state argument, the BE, and AT functions, in a bigger 

functions that denotes a change of state, where the out functions CAUSE and INCH are 

optional for the stative verbs. This solution is not without problems, specifically when it 

comes to the choice of INCH and BE vs GO and TO, but I argue that either choice must make 

some sacrifices in terms of describing the details, and that a unified LCS for all -ify and -ize 

verbs must use the INCH and BE functions. 

 

Here I will present the verbs I regard as stative, coming out of my corpus work, as well as the 

Oxford English Dictionary definition of the verbs I will argue qualifies them as stative. It is 

important to remember that most of the verbs being discussed here have multiple definitions, 

and some of those definitions do fit under Plag’s LCS, but I am looking specifically at the 

definitions that fit the stative type. In fact, multiple definitions sometimes highlight why 

Plag’s LCS cannot apply to the stative readings of certain -ify or -ize verbs, as discussed with 

identify in chapter 1.5.3 and 1.5.4. 
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Verb Definition 

Signify Of an object, event, etc.: to be a sign or symbol of, to symbolize; 

to represent, denote, mean 

Exemplify To set an example of (a quality, mode of conduct, etc., esp. one 

considered commendable or worthy of imitation) 
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Symbolize To be a symbol of; to represent or stand for, as a symbol; to typify 

Typify To represent or express by a type or symbol; to serve as a type, 

figure, or emblem of; to symbolize; to prefigure 

Patronize -To be a patron saint of. Now rare.  

-Of a person, class, organization, etc.: to act as a patron towards, 

to extend patronage to (a person, cause, etc.); to protect, support, 

favour, or encourage 

Memorialize To preserve the memory of; to be or supply a memorial of; to 

commemorate 

Personify To be an embodiment of (a quality, etc.); to exemplify in a typical 

manner or to a marked 

Identify To consider or describe oneself as belonging to a particular 

category or group of people 

 

Summarize To give a summary of (a text, statement, etc.); to state or express 

(something) briefly or concisely 

 

Qualify To invest with a quality or qualities 

 

Codify To reduce (ideas, principles, procedures, etc.) to a general system; 

to systematize 

 

Characterize Of a feature or quality: to define the character or identity of, to 

mark, distinguish; to be typical or characteristic of 

 

Epitomize To contain in a small compass; to comprise in brief the sum of / 

To summarize; to give a concise account of; to state the essence of 

(a matter) briefly 



figure 3: Table of stative verbs and definitions 

3.2 Syntax 

This part of the LCS exists to show what kinds of syntactic arrangements come from the 

resultant verbs. In the case of -ify and -ize verbs this means what arguments the verb takes. 

The fact that Plag’s LCS includes different syntactic structures does not mean that they 

interact or affect each other, but it rather reflects that the verbs can be used in sentences that 

are syntactically different. For instance, inchoative verbs have the following structure: 

 

2) 

NP theme ____  

[GO ( [   ]Theme/Base; [TO [  ] base/theme])]) 

 

This means that the verb takes one semantic role, the theme, which is in subject position. An 

example sentence would be “the blood oxidized”. The second line is the semantic structure, 

which indexes the theme, and the base to go into one of two possible argument positions in 

the semantic structure. The inchoatives do not take a second NP argument in the syntactic 

structure, and so they do not use the optional CAUSE function, to which NPi is indexed in the 

generalized LCS. Adding a new syntactic structure to the LCS does not affect the others, but 

rather adds to the list of possible syntactical arrangements of the suffixes.  

 

I propose the following syntactic structure for stative verbs: 

 

3) 

NPi  ____ NPj 
 

This shows a transitive structure with Two NPs. The indexing, i and j exist to show where in 

the conceptual structure the two NPs are mapped, which I will show in the discussion of 

semantics below. There is a difference between this transitive structure and the one in Plag’s 

LCS. Compared to the already existing transitive structure in Plag’s LCS, the NPi, the NP in 

subject position, is not indexed to the causal agent in the conceptual structure. This is because 

the agent NP does not have a causal role in stative verbs. In this case, the i is simply indexed 
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as the subject, which corresponds to Jackendoff’s rule of argument fusion, and the subject in 

Plag’s change-of-state verbs acts differently than the subject in the stative verbs. 

 

3.3 Preliminary Conceptual structure 

In chapter 1.5.3 and 1.5.4 I explained how Plag’s LCS does not account for instances of 

stative verbs, and fails to predict their meanings. In this chapter I will attempt to provide the 

preliminaries of  conceptual structure that succeeds at this, and can fit into a unified LCS of 

-ify and -ize verbs.  

 

First I will make a generalization about the meaning of the sentences that the verbs appear in. 

Then I will propose a conceptual structure that represents this generalization. 

 

3.3.1 Predicative structure 

As mentioned in chapter 1.5.3 , the stative verbs are predicative structures, where the agent is 

the base of the verb and the theme: The sentence the flag symbolizes our country can be 

rephrased as the flag is a symbol of our country, and the sentence Realism typified his earlier 

works can be rephrased as realism was the type of his earlier work. This predicate quality is 

also reflected in the definitions of these verbs: The definition of typify is: “to embody the 

essential or salient characteristics of : be the type of”(OED: s.v. typify). For now I will 

describe this relationship in the following way: 

 

4) 

[state BE ([  ]i , AT [   ]VP) ]  

 

This function expresses a state where the subject, indexed as the i in the first argument in the 

BE function,  is the verb phrase. The importance of this predicative structure is first and 

foremost that it links the subject with the base of the verb. This is important for a couple of 

reasons. First of all, as I discussed in chapter 1.5.4 where I tried to apply Plag’s LCS to 

stative verbs, it is the subject that is involved in the semantic transfer, not the object.  
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The BE function links the subject NP with the verb phrase, as well as marking its stative 

nature. This reflects the rephrasing in the examples above, but it is not the complete LCS. In 

order to complete the LCS and successfully denote the meaning in the stative -ify and -ize 

verbs, the VP has to be split up into two arguments, so that both the base and the object NP 

have argument slots to go into. I posit that it is the base of the verb that is the most important 

part of the second argument. Therefore, I suggest the following temporary function: 

 

5) 

[State BE ([  ]i , AT [   ]Base ) ]  

 

Here, the predicate structure links the agent NP with the base of the verb. This is similar to 

the closest correct reading we get by applying Plag’s LCS, which is an inchoative reading. 

Here the function is the stative BE, as opposed to the change of state function GO, and rather 

than the agent becoming the base of the verb, it is the base of the verb. Notably, this function 

does not include the object NP, and this will have to be included in the final LCS for stative 

verbs. Finding this will be the next step in the analysis. 

 

3.3.2 NP phrase 

In the previous section I argued that the important link in the predicate structure is between 

the NPi and the base of the verb. The goal of this chapter is to investigate the object NP and 

its relation to the rest of the sentence. I argue that the object stands primarily in relation to the 

base of the verb. In the example the flag symbolizes the country, the subject is a symbol, the 

base of the verb, and the object says something about what kind of symbol: It is a symbol of 

the country. In this chapter I will investigate two possible options to display the nuances in 

the second NP before settling on a third option. 

 

It seems then that the relationship between the object and the base is one where the object 

specifies the base. I will attempt to treat this relationship as a modification. If we take the 

predicate structure from before, and add a modifier to it, we get the structure below, 

following Jackendoff’s restrictive modifier schema (Jackendoff 1990: 56) : 

 

6) 
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This function states that the Subject is the base of the verb, which is modified by the object 

NP, here indexed as j. However, this structure does not necessarily mean that the 

modification will look the same for every verb, which makes it unsatisfactory in terms of the 

diversity in the stative verbs. Consider the following examples, which show different 

relations between the base and the NPj. 

 

7  Summarize 

a) My newest article summarizes the key issues 

b) my newest article is a summary of the key issues / my newest article makes a 

summary of the key issues 

8 Memorialize 

a) Five arches, probably meant to memorialise the five arches of the Pool of Bethesda 

b) The arches are a memorial to the five arches of the pool of bethesda / the arches gives 

a memorial to the arches of the pool of bethesda 

 

9 Personify 

a) The teacher personified patience 

b) The teacher is a person who is patient / the teacher makes patience a person 

 

7-9a show example sentences of verbs with a stative reading, and 7-9b show that the example 

sentences in a can be rewritten to have a pseudo-causal reading. I am not using the term 

pseudo-causal to say that the sentences in 7-9a denote a change-of state, but rather that the 

relationship between the base and the NPj can be explained using different causal phrasing. 

Compare for example the sentences  
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10) 

a) Bill is a baker of bread 

b) Bill is a breaker of bread 

 

Both these examples are stative, but they are also habitual sentences where the action that is 

habitual is different, and therefore Bill’s relation to the bread is different in each sentence: in 

the first he makes it, and in the second, he destroys it. In terms of the examples in 7-9, if we 

assume that NPj acts as a modifier of the base, in 7, the modifier thesis is what the base 

summary is made of; In 8 the modifier The arches is who the base memorial is given to; In 9 

the modifier patience represents the quality of the base person. This means that NPj can’t 

simply be indexed as a modifier. 

 

Another issue with the structure in 6 is that it can lead to readings where the subject is 

predicated with the base of the verb and the object, because the object acts as a modifier to 

the base, as opposed to its own argument. This means that you could get a reading from the 

sentence in 7a where the article is a summary, and the article is the key issues, the latter of 

which is incorrect for the meaning of the sentence.  

 

Let’s look closer at the distinction between arguments and modifiers. When discussing 

prepositional phrases, Heim & Kratzer 1998 separate between arguments and restrictive 

modifiers (Heim and Kratzer 1998: 64) 

 

11) a part of Europe Argument 

12) a city in Texas Restrictive modifier 

 

One aspect that separates these two different modifying prepositional phrases is that 

“arguments reduce the adicity of the noun they combine with; modifiers leave it unchanged” 

(Heim and Kratzer 1998: 64). They use adicity to refer to how a noun relates to the parts of 

the sentence around it. A part, for instance, denotes something that is a subsection of a larger 

entity. There are two slots to fill there: the larger entity and the subsection. The introduction 

of of Europe fills the slot of the larger entity, and thus reduces the adicity to one slot, which 

makes of Europe an argument. Contrastingly, a city and a city in Texas have the same number 

of slots, where the latter phrase is simply an intersection of individuals/entities that are cities 
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and that are in Texas. Another contrast to keep in mind is how properties relate to each other 

differently when it comes to arguments and modifiers. If we look at the following examples: 

 

13) Ukraine is a part of Europe 

14) Houston is a city in texas. 

 

In 14, with the restrictive modifier, it is true of Houston that it is both a city and that Houston 

is in Texas. However, in 13 it is not true of Ukraine that it is Europe, it is only true that it is a 

part of Europe. This can also be shown in Jackendoff’s Semantics: 

 

15)  

a) [State Be ([Ukraine], [AT ([ [Part] ([Europe]) ]) ])] 

b)     

 

15 a shows that Europe is an argument of part. Europe marks the larger entity that Ukraine is 

a part of. In this case, Ukraine is not Europe, because Europe is an argument. In 15 b, Texas 

modifies city, specifically by denoting the location of the city. In this case, in Texas modifies 

Houston, because Houston is predicated with the city.  

 

As shown in 13, 14 and 15, the prepositional phrases relate to the subject differently. This 

means that even though the LCS of stative -ify and -ize verbs is a state where the subject is 

predicated with the VP, as shown in 4, it must account for the fact that the object acts as an 

argument, and not a restrictive modifier. I will return to the idea that the object NP might fill 

a similar role as Europe does in 15 a, as an argument to a function, in 3.3.3 and 3.4, but for 

now, I will see it is possible to alter the modification in the LCS in order to predict the 

meaning of the stative -ify and -ize verbs. 

 

Attempting to resolve this issue with the modifier, let’s look back at  the examples in 7-9. 

They show a kind of duality is true for most examples of stative -ify and -ize verbs: There is a 

stative link between the subject and the base, and a correlation between the base and the 

object that resembles the correlation in Plag’s LCS. However, as shown above, this 
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correlation is not the same for all the verbs. The pseudo-causal reading of the verb personify 

in 9b is either causative or resultative, as shown above, whereas memorialize, in 8b, is 

ornative. Memorialize has one definition which reads “To preserve the memory of; to be or 

supply a memorial of; to commemorate”. The verb to be marks it as a stative verb, while the 

supply verb marks it as an ornative verb. This shows that there seems to be a certain 

polysemy in the meanings of the stative verbs that mimics the polysemy of the suffixes in 

general. One way to present this is the following function: 

 

16) 

[Be [  ]i, AT [  ]base) (  [GO ([Property, Thing  ]j / Base; [TO [Property, thing   ] base / j])] ] 

 

This function states that the subject NP is the base, and that there is a change of state 

interaction between the NPj and the Base of the verb. The change of state function is copied 

from Plag’s LCS. This would explain how the base of the verb relates to both the subject and 

the object, as well as show how the theme and the base can interact differently within the 

stative examples. This function now resembles Lieber’s approach, where two functions were 

conjoined in order to explain the semantic information of the suffixes.  

 

That being said, this function does not work formally in Jackendoff’s semantics. Beyond the 

indexing of the arguments, there is nothing that unites the two functions in order to suggest 

that these two functions produce a single meaning for any given entry. Furthermore, the 

second function only predicts inchoative readings. The examples in 7-9 show a pseudo-causal 

relation in the stative sentences, but if the causality in them comes from the subject, the NPi. 

For instance, the ornative reading in 8 b comes from the five arches providing a memorial. In 

order to solve these problem, I will add a CAUSE function to more accurately show the 

pseudo-causal relation, and describe the second function as a modifier of the first, giving the 

following structure: 

 

17) 
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This structure shows a state that takes a BE function and a CAUSE function as a modifier. 

The NPi is indexed to both the first argument in the BE function and the Cause function to 

suggest that the same NP is operating in both roles. These two arguments would be bound by 

Jackendoff’s linking condition. In this case, this is not the same as a restrictive modifier, 

since I showed above that the object NP in sentences with stative -ify and -ize verbs could not 

be a modifier. Rather it is a modifying function that suggests that one or more constituents fill 

more than one role in the LCS, as shown with buy in 1.2.2. Let’s now apply the LCS in 12 to 

a stative example,  exemplify: 

 

18) 

 If we can't eloquently speak the gospel, we always can exemplify charity through our 

lifestyle 

 

18 is stative and corresponds to the definition “To set an example of (a quality, mode of 

conduct, etc., esp. one considered commendable or worthy of imitation)”(OED: s.v. 

Exemplify), in this case an example of charity. The sentence in 18 is stative, but if we try to 

impose the verb types of the non-stative verbs onto it, the intuition is that it is also ornative: 

The subject we is setting an example of the property of charity, and in that case is providing 

an example of the property to someone else. Keeping in mind that ornative verbs require a 

causal agent, the agent that is doing the providing action, we might still get the following 

meaning : The subject we gives an example of charity, but the example is the subject 

themselves. If we try to plot this into the formula in 17, we get the following: 

 

19) 
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This LCS would then predict something like: the agent we is predicated with example, and we 

gives that example to charity. The reading in the cause function is then identical to Plag’s 

Ornative readings. This is somewhat incorrect with regards to the meaning of the sentence in 

18. While you might argue that the subject is providing an example (of charity) to someone, 

the example is not given to the concept of charity. Rather, the sentence is saying about the 

world that there exists an example of charity. The fact that the concept of charity has received 

an example through the subject’s behaviour is more of an inference than it is involved in the 

semantics of the sentence itself: The subject is an example of charity, therefore charity has an 

entity to represent it as an example. This is to say nothing of the fact that the sentence 18 does 

not portray a change of state, which the GO function implies.  

 

This underlines that using the GO function does not work as a tool to express the differences 

in stative -ify and -ize verbs. The structure in 17 would ultimately require the sentence to 

directly represent a change of state. Going back to buy, the example I used in 1.2.2, the 

exchange function denoting transfer of money from one individual to another is an active part 

of the meaning of the verb. In other words, the act of buying something involves a change of 

state of money changing hands. The stative sentence we exemplify charity does not actively 

involve the change-of-state of an example being provided to charity, but that is something 

that can be inferred about the world, as discussed above. Therefore it seems preferable to 

move away from the GO function entirely, in the case of stative verbs. In that sense, the 

polysemy in stative readings I showed above, exemplified by exemplify as well as the 

differences shown in 7-9, should not be mapped to terms like causative and ornative, as these 

suggest a change of state. In addition to stative examples not expressing a change-of-state 

which comes with the GO function, the exemplify case also shows that attempting to apply it 

regardless gives inaccurate, almost nonsensical readings. 
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3.3.3 The relationship between the base and the object 

 

Another possibility is to treat stative verbs as having an extended thing function in the second 

argument of the BE function in 4: as such, the VP which is predicated with the NPi , would be 

described as a function that takes the object as its argument. The below function shows this, 

while still keeping the possibility that both the theme and base can be realised as either things 

or properties. As such, the extended function can be either a thing or a property function. 

 

20 

[state BE ([  ]Agent , AT ([ [  Thing/property Function  ]Base  ([   ]j) ] ) ]  

 

Jackendoff 1990 mentions that the thing category can be realised as functions and not just 

arguments, and that these functions can take things as their arguments. He offers father of the 

bride as an example of such a thing function, where the thing father is a function that takes 

the bride as its argument (Jackendoff 1990:24). For stative verbs this would give the 

following skeleton for a function structure where the base of the verb is a function that takes 

the theme as its argument: 

 

21) 

 [ [base] ([theme]) ] 

 

This seems to fit nicely, as stative examples can often be boiled down to “the subject is the 

base, with the object as a kind of modifier with an -of phrase”: 

 

22) 

a) We are examples of charity 

b) The teacher is an example of patience.  

 

Here we have two options: Either the base represents a function that takes the NPj as its 

argument, or the LCS for stative -ify and -ize verbs requires another function that connects the 

base and the NPj. The goal of either function must be to represent the relationship of meaning 

between the base and the NPj. In the next chapter, I will investigate if it is possible to create a 
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function that maps the meaning of the object NP onto the base, like the mapping functions in 

Jackendoff that I discussed in 1.2.6. 

3.3.4 Mapping function 

In order to suggest a function that maps the object NP onto the base, there has to be a 

consistent relation of meaning between these constituents among the stative verbs. In this 

chapter I will investigate what semantic trends exist in the relationship between the base and 

the object NP. There are some existing trends in meaning, which I will name property of the 

base, that suggest a mapping function  is possible, but I will show that these trends are too 

inconsistent to use as a basis for a generalized function that maps the object NP to the Base. 

 

The first step to investigate the relation between the base and the object is to investigate the 

relationship between the subject and the object. A mapping function will not involve the 

subject, but the subject is predicated with the base, so whatever relationship exists between 

the base and the object will be reflected in the subject.  This relationship is characterized by 

the subject having certain qualities that are defining and identifiable about the object to the 

point where the agent is the most salient representative of the object. An example would be in 

the use of personify: “Gary from Bully personifies this trope”. In this example Gary is not or 

does not have the trope, but rather embodies the qualities that the trope entails. In the 

sentence realism typifies his earlier work, the verb marks realism as being the kind of work 

that is a defining attribute of the earlier work of the artist. Another example is characterize, 

with the base character, which has the following OED  definition, among others: “The 

aggregate of the distinctive features of something; essential peculiarity; distinctive nature, 

style, or quality; sort, kind, description” (OED: s.v.Character). Thus, in the example sentence: 

“This manifests itself in the complete upheaval of society that characterises communist 

moments”, the complete upheaval of society is deemed to be a distinctive feature of 

communist moments. That is not to say that, at least in this example, that “complete upheaval 

of society” is the only characteristic that distinguishes such moments, or that it is the most 

typical feature, but rather that it is one of them. I will state the observation in this paragraph 

as the following property which most of the bases have: 

 

Property 1: The base denotes an entity that has defining or otherwise distinguishable 

attributes of the Object NP. 
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The realization of such a property would be realized as follows, with the example sentence 

“realism typifies his earlier work”: In this case, type relates to his earlier work by denoting an 

entity that is the type of work that was defining for the early work of the person in question. 

Then, when Realism is predicated with type, realism specifies what that type is. Compare this 

to a COMP function in Jackendoff with a sentence like “a cabin is a house of wood.” The 

COMP function relates house to of wood by specifying that the house is made of wood, and 

when cabin is predicated with the NP house of wood, it specifies that the cabin is the house 

that is made of wood.  

 

Another property that some of the bases have is that they serve as representations of 

something else. This is shown clearly in examples like sign in signify, and symbol in 

symbolize, both of which include OED definitions of “something that represents something 

else”. These examples also show why this is a separate aspect that the bases have.  In the 

example sentence the flag symbolizes the country, it is true that the flag represents the 

country, but the connection to the object the Country is otherwise arbitrary. In other words, 

the flag has no qualities that are especially distinguishable for the country.  

 

Property 2: The bases of stative verbs are representations of something else 

 

Note that this property is not strictly about metaphorical representations as discussed above. 

Those examples were clearly entities that stand in place for something else, but this is not the 

only sense of representation that the bases in stative -ify and -ize verbs utilize. For instance, a 

memorial, the base of memorialize, represents a dead person, but a gravestone is not a one to 

one correspondent with a dead person.  

 

Another thing to keep in mind, is that there is some overlap between the two properties. For 

instance, in the typify example discussed earlier, realism typified his earlier work, I argued 

that this matches Property 1. However, because realism in this case is a style that 

characterized the earlier work of the artist, it is also fair to say that realism was representative 

of the artist and his work, and thus matches property 2. This is highlighted by the OED 

definition of the verb: “To represent or express by a type or symbol”(OED: s.v. Typify), as 

well as the definition of the base type: “ That by which something is symbolized or 

figured”(OED: s.v. type).  
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The same can be true of bases that primarily fit Property 2, such as symbolize. A flag 

symbolizing a country is arbitrary, disregarding historical contexts for why a certain colour or 

insignia might appear on it and so fourth. But a colour symbolizing a property is less 

arbitrary. Green, for example, is often used to symbolize nature. This does not necessarily 

mean that the colour green is a defining attribute of what nature is, but there is a connection 

between the two. In this case, green is a colour often found in nature, and bright green colours 

are often a sign of healthy plant growth on so on. In a sentence like “green symbolizes 

nature”, green is a symbol of nature, and represents nature, but it also has properties 

distinguishable as pertaining to nature, and therefore falls under both properties 1 and 2. 

 

This shows that these properties should not be treated as hard lines separating the bases, but 

rather two properties available to them, with some overlap as to which verbs realize which 

properties. Thus there are two notable qualities that the bases inhabit, as shown in properties 

1 and 2, both of which have a relational aspect to them: Property 1 is for bases where a 

certain quality is related to something else, while property 2 shows a relation between two 

things, where one is represented by the other. This alone is a challenge to the idea that there 

can be a single function that maps between the object and the base. The final LCS for stative 

-ify and -ize verbs should be able to generalize the meaning for all verbs, so the idea of 

having two different mapping functions in the LCS is undesirable. That would lead to the two 

following options: 

 

23) 

a) NPi ____ NPj 

b)  

c)  
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These structures portray two different potential LCS’, which correspond to the properties 

described in this chapter. 23b is the LCS that correlates with property 2, 23c is the LCS that 

corresponds to property 1. The two functions, REPRESENT and DISTINGUISH are not 

functions found in Jackendoff’s Semantics, but rather terms I am suggesting as names for the 

functions they would serve, in accordance with properties 1 and 2. 

 

Even if  we adapt the properties in this chapter into mapping functions, the issue is further 

complicated by the syntactic structures in the stative verbs, specifically for property 1, with 

the suggested LCS in 23c. This LCS denotes that the base is always a distinguished entity of 

NPj, the object. However, this is not always the case. Consider the verb characterize and the 

example sentence “This manifests itself in the complete upheaval of society that characterises 

communist moments”, discussed above. Here the modified sentence would be “complete 

upheaval of society is a character of communist moments”. In this case, complete upheaval of 

society is the feature that is distinguishable in communist moments. Following the LCS in 

23c, which is based on property 1, we would expect complete upheaval of society to be 

mapped onto character, but it is not, because it is NPi, not NPj. Therefore, in order for the 

LCS in 23c to correctly portray the meaning of -ify and -ize verbs, it would have to index i 

and j to both positions, which means that the LCS overgenerates meanings, and predicts 

wrong meanings that it would have to explain. With that in mind there are a multiple 

syntactic trends that can be recognised, as I will show below, with the trend in a and an 

example in b: 

 

24) 

a) entity mapped unto entity 

b) The fireworks signify the end of the festival 

 

25) 

a) Quality mapped onto individual, quality in the Object position 

b) We exemplify charity 

 

26) 

a) Quality mapped onto individual, quality in the subject position 

b) This manifests itself in the complete upheaval of society that characterises communist 

moments 
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A note on the terminology I am using here, entity and quality. These do not equal the 

ontological categories thing and property that Jackendoff uses. They can match, like in the 

sentence “we exemplify charity”, where the entity we is a thing, and the quality charity is a 

property. However, in a sentence like “red symbolizes anger”, is we assume that the quality 

of anger is mapped onto the entity red, suddenly the entity is now a property. Furthermore, a 

sentence like the one described in 18, the quality is mapped onto an event: a communist 

moment. In other words, it is hard to generalize along the lines of Jackendoff’s use of 

ontological categories, so I will refer to the trends here conceptually for now.  

 

The examples in 24-26 are trends that a function mapping between the base and the object 

would have to be able to account for, if it is to serve as a function in a generalized LCS for 

stative -ify and -ize verbs. I believe these trends are too varied to suggest a single function. 

This, combined with the impracticality of having two different mapping functions means that 

this is not a solution well suited to explain the stative -ify and -ize verbs.  Therefore in the 

next chapter, I will investigate the option that the base acts as both an argument and a 

function . 

 

 

3.4 Relational nouns 

In the last chapter I showed that there are certain trends in meaning that exist between the 

object and the base, but these trends cannot be generalized into a single mapping function 

between the object and the base. However, what these trends reveal is that there is a 

relational property in the stative -ify and -ize verbs that is important for the formal denotation 

of the suffixes. Both properties discussed in the last chapter portray one entity relating to 

another. In this chapter I will argue that the bases are all relational nouns, with the exception 

of person in personify and that this informs how the base interacts with the object in stative 

sentences of -ify and -ize verbs. It does this in such a way that the base is a function takes the 

object as its argument  
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3.4.1 Relational nouns 

To begin, all the bases of stative -ify and -ize are nouns. There are three verbs whose base 

morpheme could be an adjective: Memorialize, qualify and summarize. In each of these cases 

the bases memorial, quality  and summary are all words that are both adjectives and nouns. 

However, I don’t count these as exceptions to the generalization above, as I do not believe 

that these verbs take adjective bases in these cases. In the case of quality, the definition of the 

adjective is “Of high quality; excellent”, as in a quality wine, which does not map unto the 

definition of the stative reading of qualify. For the other two verbs, rephrasing example 

sentences to show the relation between subject and the base does not work for adjective 

readings. Let us consider memorialize, where the adjective definition is “Preserving the 

memory of a person or thing”, which is quite similar to the noun definition: “Something by 

which the memory of a person, thing, or event is preserved“  

 

27) 

a) Five arches, probably meant to memorialize the five arches of the Pool of 

Bethesda 

b) Five arches are memorials of the five arches of the pool of Bethesda 

c) *Five arches are memorial (of) the five arches of the pool of Bethesda 

 

27 b) shows a reading of 27a) where the base of memorialize is a noun, while 27c) shows an 

adjective reading. The of in parentheses in sentence in 27 c is from a former use of the 

adjective, but without it, the sentence is ungrammatical. Furthermore, although the subject, 

five arches do indeed inhabit the property in the adjective definition, they are preserving the 

memory of something, but it is more accurate to say that they are the object which something 

else is remembered by, as described in the noun definition. With this in mind, I believe the 

generalization I stated in the beginning of the chapter still holds true. 

 

That being said,  Plag’s unification of noun and adjective bases by using thing or property 

still applies to the stative verbs. typify illustrates this well. it has two definition which 

respectively map onto a type and property reading:  

 

28 
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a)  To represent or express by a type or symbol; to serve as a type, figure, or emblem of; 

to symbolize; to prefigure 

b) To serve as the typical specimen or characteristic example of (a class, family, etc.); to 

exhibit the essential characters of; to exemplify 

 

28a) represents a thing reading where the base of the verb is a symbol, or an emblem that 

represents something else, which is one extract of a definition of type from OED. The 

property reading in 28b) stands for “a representative specimen; a typical example or 

instance”, something that points to a more abstract feature of the base. Notably not all the 

stative verbs have both of these readings. Personify is an example of a verb that does not take 

the reading in 28a. In that case, the subject does not become a literal person, but rather an 

embodiment of the object of the sentence, often a quality like patience. The example sentence 

the teacher personified patience might appear to take a thing reading as patience does 

become a literal person through the teacher (who presumably is a person), but this misses the 

embodiment reading of the verb: the sentence is not simply saying that the teacher is a patient 

person, but that the teacher is so patient that they seem to be an incarnation of the concept 

itself. 

 

Chris Barker describes relational nouns in the following way, using friend as an example: 

“Relational noun: A person counts as a friend only in virtue of standing in a particular 

relationship with another individual”(Barker 2011: Page 1). The bases are relational in 

different ways, and can fit into categorizations of relational nouns. For example, summary 

and epitome resemble part-whole relations, “where a possessor is the whole and the possessee 

is the part” (Barker 2011: 20), whereas quality, character and identity are “intrinsic aspects of 

entities” (Barker 2011: 4). This results in some selectional restrictions on what arguments the 

stative verbs can take, but I believe these restrictions come from the lexical information of the 

base, and therefore do not warrant any specific denotation in the final LCS. Therefore, I will 

not look further into the differences in relation that the bases represent; the important 

observation is that they are all, except person, relational bases. 

 

With that in mind, I present the following overview of the bases of the stative -ify and -ize 

verbs, and an explanation of the relationship that makes them relational. I am not including 

person in personify in this list, because it is not relational: 
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Base OED Definition Determining the relation 

Sign An indication, a token; 

something that represents 

something else 

A sign is related to the entity 

that it represents 

Example A person who or thing 

which is typical or 

characteristic of a category, 

class, etc.; an illustration or 

specimen of a quality or 

thing; a typical instance. 

 

An example is related to the 

category, class, quality or 

thing it is a typical instance 

of 

Symbol Something that stands for, 

represents, or denotes 

something else 

 

A symbol is related to the 

entity that it represents 

Type - That by which something 

is symbolized or figured; 

anything having a 

symbolical signification; a 

symbol, emblem 

-A distinguishing mark or 

sign 

 

A type is related to the entity 

it is a symbol or figure of, or 

it relates to the entity it is a 

distinguished mark or sign 

of 

patron A person standing in a role 

of oversight, protection, or 

sponsorship to another 

A patron is related to the 

entity it stands in a role of 

oversight, protection or 

sponsorship to 

Memorial Something by which the 

memory of a person, thing 

A memorial is related to the 

person, thing or event whose 



Figure 4: Overview of the relational nature of the bases 
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or event is preserved, as a 

monument, a custom, or an 

observance 

memory it preserves 

Identity The sameness of a person or 

thing at all times or in all 

circumstances; the condition 

of being a single individual 

 

An identity is related to the 

person or thing whose 

sameness, individuality or 

personality the identity 

describes. 

Summary A shortened statement or 

account which gives only 

the main or essential points 

of something 

A summary is related to the 

entity it is giving the main or 

essential points of 

Quality An attribute, property; a 

special feature or 

characteristic 

A quality is related to an 

entity as an inherent 

property, feature or 

characteristic of that entity 

Code A system or collection of 

rules or regulations on any 

subject 

A code is related to the rules 

or regulations it is a code of 

Character The aggregate of the 

distinctive features of 

something; essential 

peculiarity; distinctive 

nature, style, or quality; sort, 

kind, description 

A character is related to an 

entity as an inherent 

distinctive feature of that 

entity 

Epitome .A summary or condensed 

account of anything; a 

compendium of a subject 

An epitome is related to the 

subject it is a condensed 

account of 



If we consider that the bases of the stative verbs are all relational, with the exception of 

person in personify, it brings us back to the function i proposed in 3.3.3: 

 

29) 

[state BE ([  ]i , AT [   ]  Thing/property Function) ]  

 

The argument in the AT function would be itself a function, consisting of the base, which 

again takes another argument, which reflects the relational nature of the base. For instance, 

the verb signify has the base sign, with the following definition, among others: “An 

indication, a token; something that represents something else”. The something else that is 

being represented is often shown in an -of phrase, such as “The chief sign of anoxaemia is 

cyanosis”. that sentence can be shown with the following simplified LCS: 

 

30) 

[state BE ([ Cyanosis ] , AT [ sign ([of anoxaemia])  ] ) ]  

 

the sign in this case is representing, or relating to, anoxaemia, which is why they are 

combined as a function which makes up the argument in the AT function. Then cyanosis is 

the sign, and takes on the meaning of the sign which is to represent something. In that sense 

there is a clear translation from the definition of sign to the LCS in 30: a sign is something 

that represents something else, where in this case something refers to cyanosis, and 

something else refers to anoxaemia. The question then remains how exactly to display the 

relationship between the two arguments sign and anoxaemia. In 30, sign is both an argument 

and a function. This is possible, as I will discuss below 

 

The structure in 30 holds true for stative verbs. The example sentence could be rewritten as 

cyanosis signifies anoxaemia, with the following LCS for the realization of the -ify and -ize 

suffix, again simplified: 

 

31) 

[state BE ([Cyanosis  ], AT [ [ [signbase] ([ of anoxaemia ]  Thing Function) ]  

 

Because the example sentence without the -ify or -ize verb is semantically speaking the same 

information that should be expressed in the sentence with an -ify or -ize verb, the only real 
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difference is that in 31) sign is notated as the base of the verb. The relational nature in the AT 

function-argument holds true for all the stative verbs, so it is important to investigate how to 

denote it. 

 

3.4.2 Argument structure of the Nouns 

In “-er nominals: implications for the theory of argument structure”, Malka Rappaport Hovav 

and Beth Levin comments on the syntax of -er deverbal nominals like writer, baker, teacher 

and say that they “inherit the argument structure of the verbs from which they are 

derived.”(Hovav & Levin: 1992 page 127). An example of this would be drinker of vodka, 

where the phrase of vodka is tied to drinker as a theme in the way it would tie to the verb 

drink in the sentence Bill drinks vodka. The agent is not present in drinker of vodka, but the 

NP as a whole still denotes a person who does the action of drinking vodka, as shown with 

the -er suffix. 

 

A similar case can be made for the bases of stative -ify and -ize verbs. The properties of the 

bases I discussed above are relational in nature, with the exception of personify. A symbol 

represents something else, and that can be realized as a  prepositional phrase: a symbol of the 

flag. The other property, concerning defining attributes can also take a similar phrase, as in 

the example sentence realism typifies his earlier work. The base can be described as a type of 

work:  realism is the type of work (that was defining of his earlier work). 

 

These generalizations allow us to conceptually place the second NP phrase as an argument 

that specifies the base. The modification of the base can be considered part of the lexical 

information of the base which goes into the LCS of the suffix itself. It also allows for a 

distinction that might otherwise be unclear in a “simple” predicative structure. In a sentence 

like the flag symbolizes the country, the flag is a symbol, but it is not the country.  However, 

this is only a conceptual explanation, and not an explanation of how this can be denoted in 

Jackendoff’s semantic structure. 
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3.5 Formal denotation 

In the previous chapters I have shown that the bases of stative -ify and -ize verbs are 

relational nouns, and that these can take arguments similar to deverbal nouns. In this chapter I 

will present the formal denotation of the stative -ify and -ize verbs, as well as discuss three 

exceptions to this structure. 

3.5.1 Formal denotation 

 Murphy 2010 formally writes out the structure of relational nouns in the following way, 

using president as an example (Murphy 2010: 193): 

 

32) 

 [Thing President ([Thing]) ] 

 

This shows the argument structure of president, which is a complex thing function. The noun 

president is relational; In order to be a president, one must be a president of something, and 

whatever that something is, it is placed as the argument of president in a structure like 32.  

 

This can be generalized for the bases of stative verbs. The base of the verb will be the 

function, and take as its argument the entity that it relates to. so, in a sentence like the 

abstract summarizes the thesis, the summary in question is a summary of the thesis, such that 

the thesis is the argument in the complex function summary: 

 

33) 

Summary of the thesis 

[Thing Summary ([Thesis]) ] 

 

Because these nouns are relational they can be formally written as functions, where the 

lexical information of the base controls what kind of argument it takes. This argument will be 

the possessor in the relational structure. The possessor is who a noun belongs or pertains to. 

In the example “John’s brother”, or “the brother of John”, john is the possessor, and in 29, 

thesis is the possessor (Chris Barker, Possessives and relational nouns, 2011: page 1). 

Because the relational noun can itself be a function, the issues raised in 24-26 in 3.3.4 are 

resolved, as there is no longer a separate function like the ones Jackendoff introduced in 
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Jackendoff 1992 that map arguments together with features like boundedness and internal 

structure. In other words, there is no need to construct a function that maps a quality onto an 

entity, or an entity onto a representative and so on, at the very least not for the purpose of this 

thesis.  

 

Because the bases are relational nouns, this also solves the issue I raised in 3.3.2, where I 

remarked that the Object NP acts as an argument, not a modifier. As shown above, relational 

nouns have an argument structure in the sense that they always relate to something else, and 

as the object NP is the entity that the base relates to, the object NP changes the adicity of the 

base by occupying an argument slot for the base. This relationship explains why the meaning 

of stative verbs with the -ify and -ize suffix do not automatically lead to the subject NP being 

predicated with the object NP. In other words, the sentence “the flag symbolizes the country” 

means that the flag is a symbol and a symbol of the country, but not that the flag is the 

country.  

 

The issues in 24-26 are instead resolved with the lexical information of the bases. For 

instance, the feature in 25, exemplified by sign and symbol as bases that represent something 

else is realized with bases like these, whose functions take their representees as their 

arguments. In other words, in the sentence “the flag symbolizes the country”, the base symbol 

is a thing function. A symbol has to be a symbol of something else, which makes it a 

relational noun, and the thing it represents, the country, is the argument of the function. that 

gives us the following LCS for the -ize suffix in this example: 

 

34) 

[ [Symbol] BASE -ize] V 

NPi ____ NPj 
[state BE ident  ([thing Flag]i , [place AT ( [thing Symbol Base ([thing Country]j ) ] )])] 

 

in 34, symbol is a thing-function that takes country as its argument. The symbol function is 

then the argument of the AT function that is predicated with flag through the BE function. 

The semantic structure can be written out to mean “the flag is a symbol, such that the symbol 

is a symbol of the country”. I have included the Syntactic structure here to show the 

indexation of the NPs as well. 
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Conversely, a verb like exemplify would fit the feature of 20, but could still use the same 

LCS. 31 shows this with the example sentence “we exemplify charity”: 

 

35) 

[state BE ident  ([thing we]i , [place AT ( [thing Example ([Property Charity]j ) ] )])] 

 

In this case, example is the function, which takes the property of charity as its argument, 

conceptually mapping the quality of charity onto the individual we. In this case, one 

definition of an example is to be “a paragon of a particular quality or virtue“ (OED:s.v 

example). In this case, an example is always an example of a quality, which makes it a 

relational noun, and the quality it relates to is the argument in the function example in 31. 

Furthermore, we is the paragon in 35, in terms of the OED definition, and through the 

predicative nature of the BE function, we is the example of the quality of charity. 

 

The feature in 26 brings up an interesting question. What to do about the quality in the 

subject position? Again this is resolved with the relational nature of the base. 26 b uses 

characterize as the example. The base of characterize, character, is relational in the sense 

that a character, “The aggregate of the distinctive features of something” (OED: s.v. 

character), must be the character of something. It is relational in the same sense that “intrinsic 

aspects of entities such as color, speed, weight, shape, temperature” (Barker 2011: page 4) are 

relational because they are aspects of something else. This means that the argument of the 

function character, is the entity that the character is describing. In the case of 26 b, this 

would be communist moments, and the quality, complete upheaval of society, would be the 

first argument in the BE function, and predicated with the character function. This gives us 

the following LCS for characterize: 

 

36) 

[ [Character]BASE -ize ] V 

NPi ____ NPj 
[state BE ident  ([   ]i , [place AT ( [thing Character Base ([   ]j ) ] )])] 

 

This LCS shows that the indexation of the NPs is the same as above, even though the NPs are 

conceptually opposite from the case of exemplify: In characterize, NPi and NPj  represent a 
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quality and an entity, respectively, whereas they represent an entity and a quality for 

exemplify.  

 

This means that we have the following generalized LCS for the stative readings of the -ify 

and -ize suffix: 

 

37) 

[ [   ]BASE -ize ] V 

NPi ____ NPj 
[state BE ident  ([   ]i , [place AT ([ [ REL. N  ]Base  ([   ]j )] )])] 

 

The REL.N in the base stands for relation noun, which reflects the fact that all but one of the 

stative -ify and ize have a relational noun base, and works as the selectional restriction for the 

bases of stative -ify and -ize verbs. Although there might be some merit to the use of thing 

and property in Plag’s analysis, as discussed above, relational noun is a more accurate 

restriction on the kinds of bases that form stative readings of the suffixes. Therefore, I offer 

the notation above for the LCS of stative -ify and ize verbs. 

 

3.5.2 Identify and qualify 

For now I have simply used i and j to index the NPs, as opposed to labeling one of them 

theme, which merits a further discussion. I have also not yet labelled the ontological 

categories that the arguments in i and j fit into. However, there are a few other complications 

to the indexation, namely with regard to qualify and identify. I will use qualify as the 

example, with the example sentence in 38: 

 

38) the statement qualifies as hate speech 

 

The base noun quality is similar to character in the sense that it refers to an entity’s intrinsic 

aspects. There is even an obsolete definition of quality that defines it as “Character, 

disposition, nature“(OED: s.v. Quality). As such, the argument in the function qualify will be 

the entity the quality belongs to, which is the statement, in the case of 38. if we plot this into 

the LCS I’ve been using so far we would get the following: 
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39) 

[ [ Qualify ]BASE -ize ] V 

NPj ____ NPi 

[state BE ident  ([ Hate speech  ]i , [place AT ( [thing Quality Base ([ The statement ]j ) ] )])]  

 

Note here that the verb fits into the conceptual structure, but the indexation is switched: i is 

now indexed to the object position, and j to the subject position. This is because the possessor 

of quality, which in this case is the statement, is in subject position.  

 

Another thing to note with qualify is that the relationship between its causal reading and its 

stative reading is different from the other stative verbs. Compare the following sentences: 

40) 

a) He characterized the charges as " extremely serious " 

b) Hyperbole characterizes nearly everything about him 

c) Making money from ads qualifies a blog as a business 

d) the term " virulent feminism " qualifies as misogyny 

 

Here I have used characterize as a comparison, as it is very similar to qualify in definition, as 

well as using as in the adjunct phrases in the causal variants, in 40  a and c. In 40 a, the causal 

variant of characterize, the subject he is saying about the charges that they have a certain 

character, which is extremely serious. This could be shown in Plag’s LCS in the following 

way: 

 

 41) 

CAUSE ([  He  ] i [GO ([ Character ]Base; [TO [The charges]theme])]) 

 

The LCS does not have room for the adjunct as extremely serious, but we understand that 

they relate to the base. This is important because it relates to the predicative relation in the 

stative reading: 40b, the stative reading of characterize, can be rephrased as “hyperbole is the 

character of nearly everything about him”, where the subject is the specific nature of the 

object’s character. In other words, the contents of the character that is involved in the verb is 

expressed in an adjunct in the causal reading, and in the subject in the stative reading.  
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This also holds true for verbs of the trends in 25 and 26, not just verbs like characterize with 

a quality in object position. Consider memorialize, whose causal reading can specify the kind 

of memorial that it provides in the adjunct phrase. Consider the following examples, in which 

the adjunct in the causal sentence (a) is the same as the subject in the stative sentence (b): 

 

42) 

a) they memorialized Terra with a statue 

b) The statue memorializes Terra 

 

 

 

As for characterize, it uses as in its adjunct phrase in the causal phrase in a, but it does not 

use it at all in the stative reading in b. In contrast, qualify uses as in both readings, in both c 

and d. Because the verb still uses as in its stative reading, the nature of the quality must be 

specified after the verb, in the object position. Otherwise we could get a version of 36 d that 

reads “misogyny qualifies the term “virulent feminism”, which is not the syntactic frame that 

qualify takes. Conversely, we don’t see sentences like “nearly everything he does 

characterizes as hyperbole”, which would be a rephrasing of 36b in terms of how stative 

sentences with  qualify appear. 

 

It seems then that because qualify and identify both incorporate as into their VP, they resist 

the switch that happens with the other stative verbs, where the adjunct of the causal reading is 

the same as the subject of the stative reading. 

 

Another thing to consider is that as is often treated as semantically vacuous. Jäger (2003) 

makes this observation as well as comparing the vacuousness of as  with that of the copula be 

in terms of formal semantics. The sentence we saw John as a priest, “ contains the 

predication ... John is a priest” (Jäger 2003: page 557). Let’s apply this to qualify: the 

sentence the statement qualifies as hate speech can be rephrased as hate speech is the quality 

of the statement. Hate speech is predicated with quality in the rephrased statement, but  if as 

is playing a copulative role in the sentence the statement qualifies as hate speech, it is 

between hate speech and the statement: the sentence predicates that the statement is hateful. 

This predication matches that of the rephrased -ify sentence: hate speech, or hatefulness, is a 

quality that the statement possesses, therefore the statement is hateful. And because as has to 
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come after the verb, since *as hate speech qualifies the statement  is not a well formed 

sentence, hate speech is in object position. This explains how the NP that is indexed to the 

subject position for the other stative verbs ends up in object position for verbs that use as. 

 

The fact remains that there are two verbs that are different from the other verbs in terms of 

where in the LCS their respective NPs are indexed, which technically results in two different 

syntactic structures: 

 

43) 

a) NPi ____ NPj 

b) NPj ____ NPi 

 

 One possible solution to this problem is the following, where the indexing of i and j is 

mapped to either the first or the second argument slot: 

 

44) LCS for stative -ify and -ize verbs 

NPj ____ NPi 

[state BE ident  ([  ] i / j , [place AT ( [  [   ] Base ([   ]j / i ) ] )])] 

 

Similar to how base and theme can go in multiple locations in Plag’s LCS, I suggest that the 

NPs for stative verbs can go either in the first or the last argument slot. This would include 

Qualify and identify into the generalized LCS. This does mean that the LCS generates 

multiple readings for each verb. However, the lexical information of the base could rule out 

the incorrect readings. Consider the following example sentence “the abstract summarizes the 

thesis. It gives the following two possible structures with the LCS in 44: 

 

45)  

The abstract i summarizes the thesis j  

a) [state BE ident  ([ Abstract ] i , [place AT ( [  [ summary ] Base ([ Thesis  ]j  ) ] )])] 

b) *[state BE ident  ([ Thesis ] j , [place AT ( [  [ summary  ] Base ([ abstract  ] i ) ] )])] 

 

45 b gives the reading “the thesis is the summary of the abstract” , which is incorrect. 

However, in order for this to be ruled out based on the lexical information of the base, 

summary, the subject would have to be something that is not and can not be a summary. In 
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the example of 45, the summary is a summary of the thesis, not the abstract, which makes 

45b impossible. That being said, it is not impossible for something to be a summary of an 

abstract. Imagine a sentence like “the first two sentences (of the abstract) summarize the 

abstract”. In that case, the possessor of summary is the abstract. In that case, 45b is an 

incorrect interpretation that is over-generated by the LCS in 44. As such it is better to 

maintain the original LCS in 37 without double marking, but recognizing identify and qualify 

as exceptions.  

 

3.5.3 More on Identify 

When it comes to identify, it also has an extra layer of complexity. A sentence like “John 

identifies as male” is slightly harder to rephrase as I have with the other verbs in this thesis. 

First of all, OED lists it as intransitive, but it clearly takes some kind of obligatory adjunct, as 

“John identifies” is an ungrammatical sentence. I will therefore treat “as male” as a necessary 

part of the sentence above. The base identity is relational because an identity has to belong to 

someone, which in the example sentence would be john. If we then apply this to the LCS in 

37, we would get the following LCS: 

 

46) 

[state BE ident  ([ Male  ] , [place AT ([ Identity ([ John ] )]base )])] 

 

This LCS states “male is the identity of John”, in terms of how I have rephrased the stative 

verbs in this thesis. Another possible rephrasing would be “John has an identity, and male is a 

property that describes that identity” but this is not more accurate than the previous 

rephrasing, and it requires a different LCS than what is expressed in 46. This being said, I 

believe the LCS in 46 is still correct even if the rephrased sentence “male is the identity of 

John” sounds odd. One definition of identity is “Who or what a person or thing is; a distinct 

impression of a single person or thing presented to or perceived by others”(OED: s.v. 

identity). As such, an identity is something that encapsulates a person more than just singling 

out one trait. In that sense, one might expect male in John identifies as male to act more as an 

aspect of John’s identity than the entirety of it. However, consider the following example 

sentence from OED: “She has so many different identities, from trouble-shooting head 

teacher, to spiritual hippy chick, to glamorous property tycoon's wife, to country-bumpkin 
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earth mother”. This sentence highlights that an identity can be multiple things, and that a 

person’s identity can be made up of multiple aspects that are their own identities. I believe 

this is what is happening in the sentence John identifies as male: Male is one identity that 

describes John. 

 

3.5.4 Personify 

Personify behaves slightly differently than the other stative verbs. Or rather, it behaves very 

similarly despite its base, person, not being a relational noun. Furthermore, for the other 

stative -ify and -ize verbs, their respective example sentences can be rephrased as “[subject] is 

a/the [base] of [object], because the relational base takes the object as its possessor. This 

sometimes works for personify, but often does not: 

 

47) 

a)  the teacher personifies patience 

b) the teacher is a person of patience 

 

48) 

a) Gary from Bully personifies this trope 

b)  *Gary is a person of this trope 

 

The example sentences in 47 and 48 a are rephrased in 47 and 48 b, respectively. In 47b, the 

use of the of-phrase works grammatically, as the of-phrase in this case denotes the quality of 

the person, but a more natural rephrasing would be “the teacher is a patient person”. More 

importantly,  the of-phrase in 43b differs from the other stative verbs. In the case of 48b, 

patience is not the possessor of person, but a modifier of it. Furthermore, the of-phrase in 48b 

is entirely ungrammatical. We understand from 48a that gary is not literally a trope, but rather 

has qualities that align with the given trope, but compare this to an example with exemplify: 

 

49) 

a)  Bill exemplifies the new Team 

b)  Bill is an example of the new team 
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The quality that makes Bill the example in this case is not stated literally, but the of-phrase is 

still grammatical in the rephrasing of the example, because of the relational nature of the base 

example. 

 

With this in mind, In this sense, personify is better described by the LCS suggested in 6) in 

3.3.2, where the object in the sentence acts as a modifier, rather than the object of a relational 

noun function. I will repeat the function below for convenience: 

 

6) 

 

 

This also explains why, for personify, there is a link between the subject and the object: the 

object modifies the bases that is predicated with the subject, and thus comes to modify the 

subject as well. This explains the intuition in 47a that the teacher is a person, and that person 

is patient. A similar thing can be seen with exemplify: whatever quality the team possesses in 

49a and b, Bill surely has this quality as well. However, in this case, this connection is dealt 

with in the lexical information of the base: an example must share qualities with the entity it 

is an example of. 

 

Looking more closely at the object, there seems to be a link between subject and object that is 

similar to the link between subject and the verb base.  First, I will compare two sentences 

with the same verb, personify 

 

50) 

a. a teacher who personified patience 

b. The ancient Greeks personified the forces of nature as gods and goddesses 
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Sentence  a is stative and corresponds to the definition “to be the embodiment or 

personification of : INCARNATE” (OED:s.v. Personify) . The sentence in 50b is causative, 

and corresponds to the definition “to conceive of or represent as a person or as having human 

qualities or powers”. The sentence in 50 b would fit into Plag’s LCS like this, without 

accounting for the adjunct as gods and goddesses: 

 

51) 

CAUSE ([The ancient Greeks] i [GO ([The forces of nature ]Theme; [TO [ Person] base])]) 

 

Here the transfer is causative, from theme to base, as the forces of nature have been rendered 

persons, or gods. But the definition that this sentence represents could also have been a 

transfer from base to theme, where human qualities have been induced onto the theme 

without rendering them human entirely: 

 

52) 

CAUSE ([ The ancient Greeks] i [GO ([Person]Base; [TO [ The forces of nature] Theme])]) 

 

 However, if we try to do the same for sentence a, it fails to predict that the teacher is the 

personification of patience. In other words, the teacher renders patience a person, and that 

person is the teacher themselves: 

 

53) 

CAUSE ([Teacher] i [GO ([Patience ]Theme; [TO [ Person] base])]) 

 

In the LCS above, the teacher renders patience a person, but there is no link between the 

teacher and the person in the base. This means that there is a transfer from the base of the 

verb to both the theme and the agent. Using Plag’s LCS we would then have to combine an 

inchoative reading, where the teacher is the theme and becomes a person, and a 

causative/resultative reading, where the teacher renders patience a person. 

 

That being said, this relationship is not reflexive . In a sentence like Amy classified herself as 

liberal,  the reflexive pronoun means that the agent and the theme semantically refer to the 

same person. This relationship does not affect the LCS, however. This would be a locative 
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example, with the following conceptual structure, with a metalanguage of “Amy causes 

herself to go to a class”: 

 

54) 

CAUSE ([  Amy  ] i [GO ([ Herself ]Theme; [TO [class   ] base/])]) 

 

Here Amy and herself are two separate arguments in the structure, and the reflexive nature of 

the example makes it natural that Amy is the causal agent imposing a change of state onto 

herself. The fact that the two arguments semantically refer to the same person is resolved 

outside of the LCS. Contrastingly, the agent and the theme in stative verbs do not by 

themselves or otherwise outside of the LCS refer to the same entity, but come to do so 

through the stative verbs.  

 

It is difficult to determine exactly how the stative reading of personify fits into the LCS of the 

-ize and -ify suffix. The base is not relational, and therefore does not fit into the LCS I 

proposed in 3.5.1. The object NP in examples with personify acts like a modifier, not an 

argument, but the use of a modifier leads to incorrect readings for the other verbs, as 

discussed in 3.3.2. There are some sentences that indicate a resultative reading for these 

sentences, such as “the teacher personifies patience”, where the teacher’s behaviour turns 

patience into a person. However, the resultative verb type implies a change-of-state, which 

the sentence does not entail. In this way, the stative readings of personify fall outside of both 

Plag’s LCS, as well as my suggested LCS for stative verbs. Exactly how to resolve this 

problem remains inconclusive, but because personify is the only stative verb that shows these 

particular features, I will acknowledge it as an exception, while still suggesting that the LCS 

in 37 is the formal depiction of stative -ify and -ize verbs. 

3.6 Unifying the LCS 

In the next chapters I will investigate if it is possible to combine the LCS of stative -ify and 

-ize verbs with the change-of-state LCS from Plag. I will begin by suggesting that an 

Inchoative function can be used to make a united frame that works with both kinds of verbs. I 

will then show how this frame can be used to make a united LCS that accounts for the 

meaning in both change-of-state and stative verbs using the -ify and -ify suffixes. 
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3.6.1 The Inchoative function 

If we use Jackendoff’s inchoative functions, the state reading is embedded in the Causal 

function. This gives us the option to make the INCH function as well as the CAUSE function 

optional, which will be the first step towards a united LCS that accounts for both a causal and 

for a stative reading. Let us see how the conceptual structure for the suffix is realized with an 

example: 

 

55) 

A) The greeks personified the forces of nature as gods 

B) The (greek) gods personified the forces of nature 

 

56) 

a) Causal reading: [event CAUSE ([The Greeks], [event INCH ([ BE ([ forces of nature Theme 

], AT [person Base]) ]) ]) ] 

b) Stative reading: [event CAUSE ([     ], [event INCH ([ BE ([ Gods ] , AT [person ([forces 

of nature]) Base]) ]) ]) ] 

 

In 56a, the INCH and BE functions have replaced the GO in Plag’s LCS, but we still get the 

reading that the Greeks caused a change that brings about the state that forces of nature are a 

person. In 56b, the CAUSE and INCH functions are underlined to show that they are 

optional. They would not actually be part of the realized LCS, so the first argument position 

in the CAUSE function as well as the Inchoative function would be empty, but I have shown 

them here for the sake of comparison. This shows the possibility to unite causal, inchoative 

and stative verbs into one LCS by using INCH and BE, rather than GO as functions.  

 

However, there are problems with this kind of unification. Although some change-of-state 

verbs can be described with both INCH/BE and GO/TO, some are more accurately described 

with GO/TO. Plag argues for the use of the GO function in his model, as opposed to the 

INCH and BE functions (Plag 1999: 129).  He cites grammaticalize as a verb that cannot be 

described with INCH/BE as it cannot describe the intermediate steps in the verb (Plag 1999: 

page 129). Furthermore, the alternation of base and theme does not work as well with 

INCH/BE as it does with GO/TO, especially when it comes to the causative/resultative 

alternation. With GO/TO instead in INCH/BE in 56a, this gives two readings: Forces of 
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nature have literally become a person (resultative), or qualities of being a human have been 

induced into forces of nature, such that they have become “more like a person”, but not 

become a person entirely (causative). This causative reading is harder to denote with 

INCH/BE, because the inchoative function always denotes a change with an end state. One 

way to solve this is with ontological categories. Consider the following examples: 

 

57) 

a) [event CAUSE ([The Greeks], [event INCH ([ BE ([ forces of nature Theme ], AT [person 

Thing ]base) ]) ]) ] 

b) [event CAUSE ([The Greeks], [event INCH ([ BE ([ forces of nature Theme ], AT [person 

Property ]base) ]) ]) ] 

 

Both of these examples have the same structure in terms of where the NPs are located in the 

LCS, but the base is of a different type, thing in 57a and property in 57b. This correlates to 

the resultative and causative reading, respectively. 57a is stating that the Greeks caused a 

change that led to a state where forces of nature are a person (resultative). 57b is stating that 

the Greeks caused a change that led to a state where forces of nature have the properties of a 

person.  

 

On the other hand, Plag’s use of GO/TO over INCH/BE makes some readings less accurate, 

such as inchoatives, resultatives and some ornatives. Inchoatives are described by Plag as 

verbs whose meaning can be generalized to “become x” (Plag 1999: 125), and should 

intuitively be described with the inchoative function. Verbs like oxidize, with the meaning of 

becoming an oxide, certainly describes an event with emphasis on the end state. Plag might 

argue that the causative inchoative reading, to become coated in oxide, describes an event 

with intermediate steps, which would qualify it as a GO/TO verb, rather than an INCH/BE 

verb. But to argue that the event of becoming an oxide is intermediate because it can be 

gradual is the same as arguing that “snow covered the hills” is an event with intermediate 

steps because it is gradual, despite this verb being a prime example of an INCH/BE verb in 

Jackendoff. (Jackendoff 1990: 91). On the other hand, verbs whose meaning can be described 

as “become x” are not necessarily verbs best described by INCH/BE. Jackendoff uses the 

verb cool, which can be defined as “become cooler”,  as an example of a verb that fit some of 

the criteria of a GO/TO verb, and that the criteria he suggests “still leaves a range of cases 

where analysis is indeterminate”(Jackendoff 1990: 94).  
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The point of this discussion is to suggest that the choice of either sets of functions must make 

some sacrifices in the details of meaning for individual entries. There are cases where both 

INCH/BE and GO/TO leads to readings where the other set of functions would be more 

accurate. Therefore I argue that unifying the LCS of stative and change-of-state -ify and -ize 

verbs necessitates the use of the INCH/BE functions, and that this choice of functions does 

not otherwise meaningfully impact the semantic information detailed in the LCS of the suffix.  

 

A similar point about sacrificing detail can be made about the semantic field in the LCS. 

Going back to Plag’s original LCS, ornatives and causative verbs had the same structure, and 

conversely, resultatives and locatives had the same structure: 

 

58 

a) Locatives and resultatives CAUSE ([    ] i [GO ([   ]Theme; [TO [   ] base])])

 

b) Causatives and ornatives CAUSE ([    ] i [GO ([   ]base; [TO [   ] theme])]) 

 

This potentially leads to either over or underproduction of the LCS. For a Locative verb like 

hospitalize, which fits into the structure in a, why does the verb not mean that something 

becomes a hospital, as opposed to something going to a hospital? Plag argues that the noun 

hospital is “prone to spatial-locative interpretation”(Plag 1999: 132), such that “the location 

meaning is more prominent than the institution reading”(Plag 1999: 133), which means the 

reading of an entity becoming the institute of a hospital. In other words, this is again solved 

with lexical information of the base. Another argument Plag raises is that “putting patients 

into a hospital is culturally more salient than the conversion of hospitals into other 

institutions”(Plag 1999: 133, footnote 8). This coincides with Kastovksy’s argument for 

extra-linguistic information possibly being a part of word-formation meaning, repeated here 

from 1.4.1 for convenience:  “a word formation pattern will only be activated if a designation 

is required [and] neologisms without plausible referents will strike one as deviant” 

(Kastovsky 1986: 595). As such, the institutional reading of hospital, resulting in the 

resultative hospitalize: “to render a building into a hospital”, are ruled out as implausible 

readings.  
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The above problem could also be solved in the semantic field where locatives would be 

spatial, patients are in a hospital, whereas the resultative is ascriptional, the building is a 

hospital. Similarly, causatives are more likely to be ascriptional, and ornatives are more 

likely to be Possessional. However, if the LCS of the -ify and -ize suffix has to specify all of 

these observations, it becomes harder to generalize the LCS into a single lexical entry. This 

means that a unified LCS for considerably polysemous suffixes like -ify and -ize will 

inevitably lose some of the detail that goes into the LCS of a single entry. 

 

That being said, using the inchoative function is only the beginning of the solution. First of 

all, 56b highlights a problem I have thus far avoided: How to index the NPs in the stative 

reading? Up to this point I have referred to the subject, in the case of 56b, the gods, as NPi 

and the other NP as NPj. The causal LCS assigns theme  to one NP in the inchoative and 

causal verbs, is it therefore desirable to assign it to one NP in the stative verbs? I believe it is 

best to avoid this for two main reasons: First of all, the concept of theme does not apply to 

either NP in the stative readings of -ify and -ize verbs, nor does any semantic role. Because 

the sentences that are produced with these verbs are predicative, comparable to a copula 

sentence, it does not make sense to assign a role like theme or experiencer and so on to either 

NP. Second of all, indexing of semantic roles to argument slots is not something that is done 

in Jackendoff’s original structures. As such, I believe it to be unproblematic to label the NPs 

in the syntactic structure of stative -ify and -ize verbs as NPi and NPj. 

 

 

 

3.6.2 On INCH as an optional function 

When looking at the potential of a unified LCS including stative verbs, I argue that the 

relationship between inchoative and causal readings within the same verb is different from 

the relationship between stative and causal readings with the same verb. For example, let us 

look at oxidize. Although Plag categorizes this verb as inchoative, it also has a causal reading, 

with the definition “To cause to combine with oxygen or to undergo oxidation”. Let us 

compare that reading with the inchoative using two examples from the OED: 

 

59 
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A)  causal: Chlorine oxidizes bromide ions and iodide ions to free bromine and iodine 

respectively 

B) Inchoative: A piece of zinc ... oxidizes very slowly 

 

The inchoative sentence in 59b denotes a piece of zinc “undergoing oxidation”, either 

becoming an oxide or being coated with oxygen, both of which are covered by the ambiguity 

of the GO function in Plag’s LCS. When adding a causal agent like in 59a, the change in 

meaning from 59b is clear: the theme undergoes the same change, but now the change is 

initiated by the agent. This is perfectly reflected in Plag’s LCS: 

 

60) 

CAUSE ([    ] i [GO ([Property, Thing  ]Theme/Base; [TO [Property, thing   ] base/theme])]) 

 

The underlined CAUSE function is optional, and the GO function, which denotes the 

change-of-state, is unchanged when the cause function is added.  This relationship is slightly 

different with stative verbs. If the causal and stative verbs are to be unified with a single LCS, 

the starting framework will have to be the function below: 

 

61) 

[CAUSE ([    ]  [INCH ( [Be ([   ], [At ([   ]) ] )])])] 

 

In this case, both the Cause and the inchoative function is optional. In the case of 59, the 

inchoative function is realized in both a and b, and the cause function is not realized in 59 b. 

In the case of a stative verb, neither the Inch nor the Cause function would be realized. Let us 

look at this alternation with an example: 

 

62) 

a) Causal: they memorialized Terra with a statue 

b) Stative: The statue memorializes Terra 

 

The state reading in  b states that there exists a statue which is a memorial for Terra. The 

sentence in a is the causal sentence that brings about this state: Adding the INCH function to 

the BE function adds a change-of-state aspect, and the Cause function specifies that there is 

an agent that causes said change. 
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3.6.3 The adjunct 

In this chapter I will evaluate an option to unify the change-of-state LCS with the stative LCS 

using the PP adjunct rule. I investigate this option based on the observation exemplified in 59 

below, but ultimately decide against it. I evaluate the observation as an inference rather than 

unified function but also find that it is not fully successful.  

 

When looking at the stative -ify and -ize verbs and their causal counterparts, the subject in the 

stative examples can often be expressed in the adjunct of the causal verb. Compare the two 

sentences below: 

 

63) 

a) I summarized the thesis in/with the abstract 

b) The abstract summarizes the thesis 

 

In 63, the subject in b) is the PP adjunct phrase in a). Moreover, the adjunct in A, although 

syntactically optional, still conveys that the abstract is the summary, like it is in b). The 

sentence in 59a means that the subject makes a summary of the thesis, such that said 

summary is the abstract. In other words, the adjunct is not simply an instrumental. Compare 

this to the verb butter above: In a sentence like “I buttered the bread with a knife”, the 

adjunct is an instrumental, whereas in “I buttered the bread with margarine”, the adjunct is 

incorporated into the argument structure of the verb. This means that margarine specifies the 

implicit argument butter in the verb butter, as I discussed in section 1.2.4. With this in mind, 

using the PP adjunct rule, the adjunct in 63 a can be incorporated into the main verb. In this 

case, the base of the verb would act as the implicit argument, “a conceptual argument that is 

not expressed syntactically”(Jackendoff 1990: page 55) of the verb, like in the verb butter 

above, in order for that position to be unindexed, as the PP adjunct rule requires. That would 

give us the following LCS of 63a): 

 

64) 
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This LCS expresses that the causal agent I caused a change that led to a state where the thesis 

possesses a summary, such that that summary was the abstract. The metalanguage of this 

LCS is different from what it would be if I used a GO function, but it still successfully 

accounts for the meaning of the sentence in 62a. The fusion of the summary and the abstract 

is similar to the predicative structure in the LCS for stative verbs, because in order for two 

arguments to fuse, it has to be reasonable that one can take the role of the other. Consider the 

sentence *“we buttered the bread with water”. The sentence is nonsensical because you do 

not use water as a form of butter. In other words, the lexical item [water] cannot fuse with 

[BUTTER], which is the implicit argument in the verb butter. In terms of the example in 64, 

summary and abstract can fuse because [abstract] can express a kind of summary, which 

means that the sentence “the abstract is a summary” is sensical. Therefore, the information in 

the fusion mimics the paraphrase of the sentence “the abstract summarizes the thesis”, which 

is “the abstract is a summary of the thesis”.  This example could be generalized to the 

following unified structure:  

 

65) 

[[   ]Base -ize]v 

{NPi ____ NP theme, NP theme ____,NPi ____ , NPi ___NPj}  

 

 

Here, the fused argument in the BE function is indexed either as i, in the case of stative verbs, 

or as the adjunct in change-of-state verbs. However, this structure has a number of problems. 

First of all, it takes as its premise that stative verbs are derived from causal counterparts, 

which is problematic for reasons I will discuss below, and additionally there are several 

problems with the application of this structure. Let us look at the fusion. It is currently in the 

BE function, but since the fusion would always have to happen with the base, it could also 

fuse with the base at the AT function. An example of this would be personify:  

 

66) 
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A) The greeks i personified forces of nature j as gods adjunct 

B) Godsi personify forces of nature j 

C)   

 

66 shows the application of the unified LCS in 65 to the example sentence “gods personify 

forces of nature” in 66b. First, the causal sentence in 66a explains the fusion: the adjunct NP 

gods is fused with the base person, which appears in subject position in 66B. The LCS in 66c 

then states that forces of nature are a person, and that said person is a god. Because the two 

arguments in the AT function fuse, this means that forces of nature are gods. However, this 

LCS works because it is the case for personify that the subject takes on the qualities of the 

object. In this case, gods take on the quality of being forces of nature. The fusion in the AT 

position here leads to this effect, which is also why it leads to incorrect readings for other 

verbs. Consider characterize, for example: 

 

67) 

a) Upheaval of society characterizes communist moments 

b)  

 

This LCS states that communist moments has a character and that said character is the 

upheaval of society, but it also implies that communist moments have upheaval of society, 

because the arguments in the BE function fuse. This can be shown in the following readings, 

both produced by the LCS in 67: 

 

68) 

a) [BEPoss ([ Character]Base , [AT ([communist moments]) ])] 

b) *[BEPoss ([ upheaval of society]Base , [AT ([communist moments]) ])] 

 

Here, b is nonsensical. Although it could be interpreted as communist moments having the 

characteristic of upheaval of society, this would have to be in the ascriptional semantic field, 
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in which case their positions in the LCS would have to be switched. However, because the 

fusion lock the base and the NPi together, this would put character  in the AT position as well, 

which would imply that communists moments is a character, to give the following two 

readings: 

 

69) 

a)  

b) *[BEas ([ communist moments]i , [AT ([Character]) ])] 

c) [BEas ([Communist moments]i , [AT ([Upheaval of society]) ])] 

 

In this case, a shows what the structure would have to look like in the ascriptional field, and b 

is marked with a star because it is nonsensical to suggest that communist moments are a 

character. In other words, 68 and 69 show that the two constituents in the fused argument 

require different semantic fields in order to properly describe the meaning in the example 

sentence 67a.  

 

Furthermore, personify in 66 and characterize in 67 bring up another problem with having 

fused arguments in the united LCS: The fusion in these examples does not follow the PP 

adjunct rule, as the objects of these sentences are not prepositional phrases. In other words, 

what the unified LCS in 65 implies is that the stative sentences are derived from causal 

sentences, such as in the paradigm in 62 or 63. Even though such paradigms exist where the 

stative sentences can be rephrased into causal sentences using the same verb, this is not 

enough to suggest that the semantic information of the suffixes that leads to stative verbs is 

dependent on a stative verb.  

 

The idea that the stative readings are derived from their causal counterparts is further 

disproved by typify, which does have a causal counterpart, and patronize. Although patronize 

has a causal counterpart, it does not have a similar meaning to the stative reading of the verb. 

The causal reading means to act condescending, whereas the stative reading means to be a 

patron of something, or to be a patron saint of something. This means that you cannot 

construct a paradigm for patronize where the adjunct in a causal sentence is the subject of a 
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stative sentence. Lastly, there are many examples that are difficult to construct a causal 

counterpart to, such as “we exemplify charity” and “the teacher personified patience”.  

 

That being said, the observation exemplified in 63, that the subject of stative verbs can be 

expressed as the adjunct of its causal counterpart still holds true for a majority of the stative 

verbs.  As such, let’s approach that observation from another angle, where this observation 

represents not a component of the unified LCS, but rather a feature of the suffix that explains 

the correlation between causal and stative verbs. For the remainder of this section, I will see 

if it is possible to denote this trend. Consider this inference from jackendoff (Jackendoff 

1990: page 27): 

 

70) 

At the termination of [eventGO ([X], [pathTO ([Y]) ]) ], it is the case that [state BE ([X], [place AT 

([Y]) ]) ] 

 

This is particularly clear with verbs of movement. The natural end point of a sentence like 

“John entered the room”, is that John is now in the room. Applying this to the inference in 

670we would get the following: 

 

71) 

At the termination of [eventGO ([John], [pathTO ([ place IN ([ The room ]) ]) ]) ], it is the case that 

[state BE ([John], [place AT ([ placeIN ([ The room ]) ]) ]) ] 

 

Similarly, let us look at the sentence “they memorialized Terra with a Statue”. There is a 

conceptual reason to adopt the inference in 68 in the case of -ify and -ize verbs. The sentence 

“they memorialized terra with a statue” denotes a change of state, and the natural end state of 

that change is that there exists a statue that is dedicated to Terra. In terms of Plag’s LCS, 

using GO/TO, instead of INCH/BE, we would expect something like this, disregarding the 

adjunct “with a statue” for now: 

 

72) 

CAUSE ([  they  ] i [GO ([ Memorial ]Base; [TO [Terra  ] base])]) 
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The verb here is ornative, and the example could be rephrased as “ they provided Terra with a 

memorial. The consequent end point of this would be that there now exists a memorial for 

Terra. This could fit into the BE function in 70 in the possessional semantic field, “Terra has 

a memorial”, because when the BE function like the one in 70 is in the possession field, the 

first argument denotes the entity that belongs to someone else, which is the second argument. 

This also works conceptually as the end point of an ornative verb: A memorial was “given” to 

Terra, and now Terra “possesses” a memorial. This gives us the following application of 70: 

 

73) 

At the termination of [eventGO ([Memorial], [pathTO ([Terra]) ]) ], it is the case that 

 [state BEPoss ([Memorial], [place AT ([Terra]) ]) ] 

 

This describes how we can infer a state from an event, but it does not accurately describe the 

stative reading of the verb memorialize, which takes two arguments, as opposed to the state in 

73, which only includes one: Terra. If the causal sentence is “they memorialized Terra with a 

statue, then the stative reading would be “the statue memorializes terra”, not just “Terra has a 

memorial”. This could be amended like before, with the PP adjunct rule, so that the adjunct 

“with a statue” is fused with “memorial”, and would be the first argument in the BE function 

in 73. This explains that the memorial that Terra has, is a statue. This can be expressed as a 

modified version of the inference in 70: 

 

74) 

a) At the termination of [eventGO ([X], [pathTO ([Y]) ]) ]< [z] >, where <[z]> expresses an 

adjunct fused using the PP adjunct rule,  it is the case that [state BE ([X], [place AT ([Z]) 

]) ] or  [state BE ([Z], [place AT ([X]) ]) ] depending on which argument Z fuses with. 

 

This inference, applying the PP adjunct to the inference holds true if we look at an example 

Jackendoff brings up in his discussion of the PP adjunct rule. Consider the LCS of the verb 

bottle (Jackendoff 1990: 170):  

 

75) 

____ NPj 
[Cause ([   ]i ,  [GO ([   ]j , [TO [ IN [BOTTLE<S> ]]])])] 
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The structure denotes that the subject i causes j to go into a bottle, or into multiple bottles. 

The bottles argument is implicit, and therefore not syntactically realized, but can be further 

specified with adjuncts, like a PP phrase specifying the properties of the bottles: “Fred bottled 

the wine in tall green bottles”. Without the PP, the phrase “Fred bottled the wine”, when 

applied to the inference in 70, leaves the reading that the wine is in bottles: 

 

76) 

 At the termination of  [GO ([ Wine  ] , [TO [ IN [BOTTLE<S> ]]])], it is the case that [state BE 

([Wine], [place AT ([ IN [BOTTLE<S> ] ]) ]) ] 

 

For the purpose of this argument I have left out the cause function, as it does not affect the 

inference, it simply shows who causes the change that the inference explains. The only 

change to this inference when adding the PP phrase “in tall green bottles” to the inference in 

72, is that the implicit argument is explicit, which means that the end point of “Fred bottled 

the wine in tall green bottles” is that the wine is in tall green bottled, which the original 

inference in 66 predicts: 

 

77) 

b) At the termination of [eventGO ([ Wine  ] , [TO [ IN [BOTTLE<S> ]]]) ]< [Tall green 

bottles] >, where <[Tall green bottles]> expresses an adjunct fused with [ IN 

[BOTTLE<S> ] using the PP adjunct rule,  it is the case that [state BE ([Wine], [place AT 

([ IN [Tall green bottles ] ]) ]) ] 

 

For this inference and the one in 76, i have simplified the lexical entry for [tall green bottles] 

for the sake of simplicity, but it is one lexical entry modified by two restrictive modifiers, 

green and tall. This modification is what allows for the use of bottles as an adjunct where it 

would otherwise be redundant (Jackendoff 1990: 170). Otherwise, the simplification does not 

affect the inference.  

 

Let us see if the inference also holds true for -ify and -ize verbs and apply it to memorialize. 

In the case of they memorialized terra with a statue, the adjunct with a statue, fuses with 

statue to give us the following realization of 70: 

 

78) 
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c) A the termination of [eventGO ([memorial], [pathTO ([Terra]) ]) ]< [statue] >, where 

<[statue]> expresses an adjunct fused with [memorial] using the PP adjunct rule,  it is 

the case that [state BE ([statue], [place AT ([Terra]) ]) ] 

 

This gives the following conclusion: At the termination of “they memorialized terra with a 

statue”, it is the case that “terra has a statue, which is a memorial”. On one hand it seems 

inaccurate, or at least imprecise to suggest that “Terra has a memorial” is the same as “there 

exists a memorial dedicated to Terra”, which is what the stative sentence “the statue 

memorializes Terra” expresses. On the other hand, the state structure the inference in 69 leads 

to has to be in the possessional semantic field in order to denote “Terra has a memorial”. This 

resembles the possessor role in relation nouns. In other words, the relational structure 

between Terra and memorial , which i have argued is necessary for the stative verb, can be 

phrases as Terra’s memorial, or the memorial of Terra. In this sense the inference in 73 leads 

to a semantic interpretation similar to that in the stative sentence, which shows how the 

adjunct in a causal sentence can appear as the subject of a stative sentence with the same 

verb. 

 

This reasoning works for several of the stative verbs with ornative causal counterparts such as 

signify and symbolize, but it runs into the same problems with fusion as before. It cannot 

predict for characterize or qualify, as these verbs use as adjuncts in place of PPs. It loses 

some of its strength where the use of the possessional field is not as intuitive, or at the very 

least figurative, as in cases like “he exemplified his argument with a story”, where the 

possessional field would require argument to possess a story. Finally, it is more inaccurate in 

resultatives like “he summarized the thesis in his abstract”, where the possessional field 

would suggest that “the thesis has an abstract”, but does not denote that the abstract has been 

made from the thesis.  

 

It seems then that the inference in 70 cannot explain the trend I observed that the subject of 

stative -ify and -ize verbs can appear as an adjunct of their causal counterparts. However, I 

argued in 3.6.1 that it is necessary to use INCH/BE in order to unite the LCS’ of these 

suffixes. This implies that the meaning of the causal verbs is that they bring about a change 

with an end state. Because these suffixes are used by both stative and causal verbs, this means 

that the verbs that have both a stative and causal reading express a state, and a change that 
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leads to a state. This can explain why this trend exists for -ify and -ize verbs at all, but the 

formal answer to this relationship remains inconclusive. 

3.6.4 Combined functions 

Another option for the united LCS is to combine the stative and the causal function without 

the use of a fusion, like in 61. Consider the following LCS: 

 

79) [CAUSE ([    ]  [INCH ( [Be ([   ] , [At ([ [    ] ([     ] ) ] )])])] 

 

 

For the time being I have left the function unindexed, but this is a possible function that 

includes all the argument slots from the causal and the stative LCS. However, indexing a 

function like this in such a way that it accounts for all syntactic structures in both causal and 

stative verbs requires some explanation. First of all, in the stative function, there are two 

arguments in the AT function. This means that for causative readings of the LCS in 75, there 

is an extra argument. consider the example sentence “he solidified his argument”. Applying 

this to the LCS in 79, we get the function in 80: 

 

80) 

[CAUSE ([  He  ]  [INCH ( [Be ([ His argument  ] Theme  , [At ([ [ Solid ]Base ([  ?   ] ) ] )])])] 

 

The question mark shows that there is no constituent in the sentence that fills this slot. The 

question then becomes: how do we apply to causal verbs the relational noun function that 

represents the relational noun base in stative verbs? The second argument in the At function 

is reserved for the relational noun’s possessor. What goes here for non-relational bases? we 

could argue that the position is optional, or unindexed for inchoatives. In this case, leaving it 

unindexed is unfortunate. Such arguments in Jackendoff are usually preserved for things we 

understand implicitly, but does not need to be explicitly stated. For instance, the verb run 

takes an implicit path argument: in the sentence Bill ran for hours, we understand that Bill 

ran somewhere for hours, either around his neighbourhood, back and forth, or something else. 

In the case of the function in 79, non-relational bases simply don’t take another argument. As 

such, it is better to leave it as an optional argument slot, and argue that it is only realized in 

stative verbs, or as adjuncts in causal verbs, merging the optional argument slot with an 
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adjunct. Because the stative verbs are the only verbs that use this slot as a mandatory 

argument slot in their LCS, I will keep the index j for this slot.  

 

However, it is not entirely unproblematic to suggest that this position is optional. Another 

option is to argue that instead of that slot being optional, it is not a slot in the LCS, but rather 

is a slot that is triggered by a relation noun. There are a couple things to consider when it 

comes to this option. First of all, there is less of a clear semantic argument for leaving this 

position optional. What I mean by this, is that comparatively, the INCH and CAUSE 

functions have clear arguments for being optional, whereas the optional argument of the slot 

from the stative verbs LCS  does not. The cause function denotes an agent that brings about 

change, which is not present in either inchoatives or statives. The INCH function denotes a 

change-of-state, which is not present for stative verbs. The slot with a question mark in 80 

simply represents the argument of a relational noun, which is at the very least conceptually 

possible with causal and inchoative verbs. For one, because the theme and base in causal 

verbs can go in the slots of both the BE function and the AT function, this means you could 

easily have a relational noun as a theme, such as with scarify, with the OED definition “ To 

make a number of scratches or slight incisions in (a portion of the body, a wound). Hence: 

(gen.) to cover with scratches“(OED: s.v. Scarify): 

 

81)  

a) They scarified Bill’s arm 

b) [CAUSE ([  They  ]i  [INCH ( [Be ([ Scar  ]Base , [At ([ [  Arm  ] ([  Bill   ] ) ]Theme )])])] 

 

Here, the theme is Bill’s arm, and because arm is a relational noun, its possessor, Bill can fill 

a separate slot. This also happens for relational themes in the opposite position, such as with 

objectify: 

 

82) 

Bill objectified Sally’s sister 

[CAUSE ([  Bill  ]i  [INCH ( [Be ([ Sister ([Sally])  ]Theme , [At ([ [ Object   ]Base ] )])])] 

 

This LCS is interesting because it shows a relational noun structure that is not in the 

generalized LCS, nor does it need to be. The LCS for the sentence in 82 would simply index 

the entire NP “Sally’s sister” to the theme position. Of course, the relational noun structure 
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provides more accuracy to the sentence, as well as explaining the internal structure of the NP, 

but the LCS does not need to generalize for this structure. In other words, the slot that Sally 

occupies in 82 should not be included in a generalized LCS for the -ify and -ize suffixes. In 

this line of thinking, the relational noun structure in 79, marked with a question mark in 80, 

cannot be optional based on semantic arguments like CAUSE and INCH can, because this 

position could be filled by other verbs than the stative ones. 

 

This being said, this only relates to the themes. What if the restriction applies strictly to 

relational noun bases? in this case it seems that in the cases where causative verbs have 

relational bases the relational nature is already encapsulated in the change-of-state. Consider 

victimize, which has, among other, the definition “ To make a victim of”.  This would give a 

resultative reading where someone is made a victim, and a victim is a relational noun in the 

sense that a victim is always a victim of something or someone. How does this apply to the 

LCS in 74? let’s look at this with the following example sentence: “Bullies victimize 

students” 

 

73) 

a) Bullies i victimize students Theme  

b)  [CAUSE ([  Bullies  ]  [INCH ( [Be ([ Students  ]Theme , [At ([ [  Victim  ] ([     ] ) ] 

)])])] 

 

This Structure denotes that bullies caused a change that led to the state that students are 

victims. In the example sentence, we understand the relational nature of the base victim is that 

the students are victims of the bullies. Therefore, it is redundant to fill the relational argument 

slot that is underlined in 83, because the resultative nature of the verb triggers this relation. 

On the other hand, you could argue that the resultative analysis does not on its own trigger 

this relation. The LCS in 83b does not, for instance, rule out the possibility that the students 

were made victims by the bullies, but made victims of something other than the bullies. One 

option is that the relational position is filled with an implicit argument bound to the causal 

agent, to underline that the students are not made victims of something other than the agent. 

However, this is more complicated to generalize for all causal verbs. It is possible to suggest 

that saliency rules out options where students are made victims of something other than the 

bullies, thus making the relational argument slot redundant. Similarly, the sentence “the 
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actress memorized her lines” is a stronger case for saliency ruling out the relational slot. This 

sentence would give the following reading: 

 

84) 

a) The actress i memorized her lines Theme 

b)  [CAUSE ([  The actress  ]i  [INCH ( [Be ([ her lines  ]Theme , [At ([ [  memory  ] ([     ] ) 

] )])])] 

 

This structure denotes that the actress caused a change that led to the state that her lines were 

in memory. This sentence can be understood as figuratively locative, where the actress 

committed her lines to her own memory. Notably, her lines were committed to her own 

memory, not someone else’s. Memory is a relational noun in the sense that it must belong to 

someone, but the LCS does not specify to whom the memory belongs. Then again, it seems 

unlikely that a person could commit lines to someone else’s memory, thus making the 

relational noun slot again redundant.  

 

Lastly, if the relational noun slot is not in the LCS, but rather triggered by relational noun 

bases, this means that the analysis of the unified LCS for -ify and -ize, must account for why 

the second NP in stative verbs is syntactically mandatory. The LCS of the suffix must 

account for the arguments that the verb takes, and therefore I believe this argument slot must 

be present in the unified LCS. The consequences of this for relational bases in causal verbs is 

not entirely clear, but based on the arguments in relation to 83 and 84, I believe these 

concerns to be of small significance to the unified LCS. 

 

Next, where would the subject marker for the NPi go? In causal -ify  verbs this is always in 

the cause function, but for statives it is in the first argument of the BE function. this gives the 

following indexation, including the optional argument slot from the discussion above: 

  

85) 

 [CAUSE ([    ]i  [INCH ( [Be ([   ]i , [At ([ [    ] ([     ]) ] )])])] 

 

For stative verbs, this is not a problem: The causal function is not realized, and therefore the 

syntactic constituent labeled NPi only has one slot to go into in the LCS. It is not a problem 

for inchoative verbs either, as these verbs do not have an NPi  in their syntactic structures. 
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What about the causal verbs? What happens if the same NPi is entered into both the cause 

function and the first argument in the BE function? I argue that this is impossible, because it 

would lead to other syntactic constituents not fitting into the LCS. I will show this with the 

example in 75. The base and the theme have to either go into the Be function or the AT 

function. In a sentence like “he solidified his argument”, this gives the following two options, 

disregarding the subject for now: 

 

86) 

a) [CAUSE ([   ]  [INCH ( [Be ([ His argument  ] Theme  , [At  [ Solid ]Base ] )])])] 

b) [CAUSE ([   ]  [INCH ( [Be ([ Solid  ] Base  , [At  [ His argument ]Theme ] )])])] 

 

The sentence does not have a relational noun base, so the optional argument in the AT 

function is not realized. The adjective is in a way relational because it has to describe 

something else, but this is reflected as a modifier, not as an argument, so the removal of the 

optional argument still holds. This leaves two places for the base and theme to go: It can be in 

a resultative construction in a), where the argument has become solid, or a solid. This would 

have to be interpreted metaphorically, or potentially rendered impossible on the grounds of 

lexical information of the base that informs us that an argument can not become a solid 

material. Alternatively, it can be realized as a causative sentence, like in b), such that the 

property solid is induced into the argument. Whichever one of these is realized in a given 

scenario, there is only one possible place for the Subject to go, which is the Cause function. 

Otherwise, if you try to enter the subject into multiple positions, you end up with LCS’ like 

these: 

 

87) 

A) *[CAUSE ([  He ]  [INCH ( [Be ([ He ] i  , [At  [ His argument ]Theme ] )])])] 

B) *[CAUSE ([  He ]  [INCH ( [Be ([ HE ] i  , [At  [ Solid ]Base ] )])])]  

 

Both of these LCS’ are impossible, because they leave out necessary constituents: the base is 

left out in 87a, and the theme in 87b. In other words, the NPi in causal verbs can only ever go 

in the Cause function, so an extra indexed i is unproblematic.  

 

This leaves the following united LCS for -ify and -ify verbs: 
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88) 

[[   ]Base -ize]v 

{NPi ____ NP theme, NP theme ____,NPi ____ , NPi ___NPj}  

[ CAUSE ([    ] i [INCH ([BE ([    ]Theme / Base/ i ; [AT [ [   ]Base / Theme ([   ] j )   ] ])]) ] 

 

3.7 On ontological categories and individuals treated as properties 

Argument fusion in Jackendoff determines the ontological categories that go into a lexical 

entry. Repeating this rule from 1.2.2 for convenience: 

 

Argument fusion 

To form the conceptual structure for a syntactic phrase XP head by a lexical item H: 

a)  Into each indexed constituent in H’s LCS, Fuse the conceptual structure of that 

phrase YP that satisfies the coindexed position in H’s Subcategorization feature. 

b) If H is verb, fuse the conceptual structure of the subject into the constituent indexed i 

in H’s lCS 

 

Here I am focusing on a, where the subcategorization feature, as well as the indices 

determines which constituent can merge with a given  argument slot. What features, if any, 

should be applied to the various slots in the LCS, in order to describe what entities can fill 

these slots? The First slot in the CAUSE function can remain unnoted, as it will always be 

filled by the subject in causal constructions.When the NPi in stative verbs is slotted into the 

first argument in the BE function, this can be a thing or a property, but it can also be an 

eventive noun, such as nod, or wave. The following example sentence shows this is possible: 

“the wave signified that the meeting was over”. In fact, when this slot is filled by the theme in 

change-of-state verbs, it can also be an eventive noun, and as such, the theme in either 

position can be described as either thing, property or event. That being said, the base can also 

be realized in this slot. This does not mean that verbs, the prototypical representations of 

events, can be affixed with -ify or -ize, but to claim that the theme cannot be an event is false. 

The base, however, is still only realized as thing or property, and this is still true for the 

stative verbs. I argue that thing and property should still be the ontological categories used for 

these slots, but that the LCS should be interpreted in such a way that these apply only to the 

base, and that when these slots are filled by the theme, or by the NPi in stative verbs, they do 
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not apply, and that there are no requirements for ontological categories placed on them in the 

LCS I suggest in this thesis. That is not to say that there cannot possibly be restrictions on 

what kinds of themes and arguments can appear in -ify and -ize verbs, but I will leave these 

possibilities for further study on the suffixes. 

 

 Because the stative reading of the LCS restricts the base to relational nouns, property 

readings are ruled out for many of those entries. For example, there is not a property reading 

of memorial in memorialize. However, cases like characterize or qualify can still be read as 

having property bases. Lastly, the NPj. This slot is restricted to the possessor of the relational 

noun in stative reading, but this restriction first and foremost affects if this slot is realized at 

all. When it is realized, it can be realized as a wide range of ontological categories: It can be a 

thing, property, or an eventive noun. 

 

This results in the following final LCS, complete with ontological categories: 

 

89) 

 [[   ]Base -ize]v 

{NPi ____ NP theme, NP theme ____,NPi ____ , NPi ___NPj}  

[ CAUSE ([    ] i [INCH ([BE ([ Thing/Property   ]Theme / Base/ i ; [AT [ [ Thing/Property/REL.N  ]Base / Theme ([   ] j ) 

] ])]) ] 
 

In terms of what ontological category to specify for the object position in the LCS, I would 

also like to highlight that there is a great deal of non-literal language in these cases. Consider 

the example sentence “Bill exemplifies the new team”. The literal reading is that Bill is an 

example of the new team, but that is not all the information that is conveyed here. Rather, the 

sentence expresses that Bill is an individual who has certain qualities that the new team has. I 

argued in 3.5.4 that the sentence “ Bill is an example of the new team” is grammatical, which 

i believe it is, but is a simplification of the information conveyed. Plag discusses one case of 

metonomy in marxize, where the base has to be understood as the ideas of marx, rather than 

the man himself (Plag 1999: page 139), which shows that there is a precedent of this 

phenomenon in the existing theory. This affects the interpretation of the various slots in the 

LCS, but I believe that an in depth analysis of metonymy, one that explains this phenomenon 

in accurate detail, falls outside the scope of this paper. 
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3.8 conclusion 

In 1.6, I posed the following research questions: 

 

1) What are the semantic properties of stative verbs with the -ify and -ize suffix, 

and how can these properties be formally described? 

2) Is it possible to construct a unified description of the suffixes that accounts for 

all types of verbs made with it? 

 

In this thesis I have shown my analysis of the stative verbs with the -ify and -ize suffix. I 

argue that the stative nature of these verb comes from the predicative relationship between 

the subject and the base of the verb. The base then acts as a relational noun, with the object as 

its possessor. This explains the transitive structure of the verbs, as well as explaining how the 

subject relates to both the base and the object. There are otherwise some trends in meaning 

that are shared by these verbs, expressed as properties of the bases, but that comes down to 

the similarity in meaning that the bases have, and the lexical information of the bases means 

that these properties do not have to be formally noted in the LCS of the suffixes. I have 

highlighted some exceptions to the formal denotation in this thesis, but they do not pose any 

significant challenges to the final LCS, but rather show slight differences within the stative 

verbs. The formal description of the semantic properties and the syntactic structure of the 

stative -ify and -ize verbs can be shown as follows: 

 

90) 

 [ [   ]BASE -ize ] V 

NPi ____ NPj 
[state BE ident  ([   ]i , [place AT ([ [ REL.N  ]Base  ([   ]j )] )])] 

 

In terms of the second research question, by using the inchoative function to denote the 

change-of-state verbs made with the suffixes, it was possible to create a unified LCS that 

includes stative verbs. This does result in some changes in how the change-of-state verbs are 

interpreted, but they are not incorrect interpretations, and I argue that when choosing between 

INCH and BE, and GO and TO, either choice must sacrifice some nuance that is better 
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described by the other option. The use of optional functions and the optional slot for the 

relational noun possessor made it possible to create a unified conceptual structure, where the 

optional elements of the structure are only realized by those verb types whose meaning 

involves these elements. Because the NPs in the stative verbs represent different roles than 

those in the change-of-state verbs, it was possible to use the indices to create an LCS that did 

not overgenerate impossible readings. This results in the following unified conceptual 

structure for -ify and -ize verbs:  

 

91) 

[[   ]Base -ize]v 

{NPi ____ NP theme, NP theme ____,NPi ____ , NPi ___NPj}  

[ CAUSE ([    ] i [INCH ([BE ([    ]Theme / Base/ i ; [AT [ [   ]Base / Theme ([   ] j )   ] ])]) ] 

 

These two functions also show that Jackendoff’s semantics is a good theoretical framework 

for analyzing the semantics of derivational suffixes. By treating the base as an argument in a 

function, the conceptual structure allows us to show the wide variety of semantic patterns that 

emerge from  these two suffixes. 
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